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MURDERED?

HER RESIGNS

AWAY

ANOTHER

BULLET

IS

ARTISTIC

SENATOR BR1ST0W

10 ARBITRATION

Roads Led Yesterday and Last Night to the Plaza He Evidently Is Joining Grand Trunk Railroad
Where Brilliant Carnival Was Held Under Auspices of
Hands With Free Trade
Gaining on Its DissatWoman's Board of Trade Estimated More Than
Democrats
isfied Employes
$700 Was Cleared by the Fair Workers.

AH

FOUND

'

The fete held last night and yes lived in our land, had offered helpful
terday afternoon in the plaza under j suggestions which had been carried
Insists That the Attorneys File Funeral of Late President of the auspices of the Woman's Board ' out enthusiastically.
A Martial Air.
of Trade was a veritable carnival, and
Monon Railroad This
Their Briefs in Time
The procession in the afternoon was
one. that proved an artistic, social and
Afternoon.
financial success a suitable reward repeated at night, beginning shortly
Prescribed.
for the untiring ladies who had given - after 8 o'clock with the full military
their time, their energy, their talents band taking part. The stirring marGovernor Mills today received the
Chicago, July 22. The alleged dis
'
tial air at once caught the attention
their money to it.
and
resignation of Dr. A. N. Marsh as covery of a second bullet in the grate
the ears of the throng gathered
of
accounts
While
all
not
have
the
yet
at
home
the
G.
of
the
second
Ira
late
Rawn,
county commissioner from the
the
in
esseems
been
it
turned
to
safe
park and soon the dazzling cosin,
president of the Mono railroad, may
district of Curry county.
more than $700 has been tumes of the paraders caught every
timate
that
an
in
determinplay
important part
Insurance Solicitor Wanted.
realized and this handsome sum will eye.
Insurance Superintendent Jacobo ing the manner in which the railroad be used to advance the interests and
Six little Japanese girls, in kinionas
discovmet
In
this
death.
from
president
Chaves today received a letter
and
carenhance
the
of
Santa
wealing buttonhole bouquets led
Fe,
beauty
the
members
Rawn
of the
family
Sheriff Ed. Rand, of Baker City, Ore., ery
out the good work of tflie Wom- the procession at night, the band folrying
is
the
in
supsay
clinching
argument
into apprehend George T. Blair, an
an's Board of Trade.
lowing, with the silver and brass insurance solicitor who is supposed to port of the theory that Mr. Rawn was
struments shining brilliantly in the
At
was
weaththe
first
it
feared
that
ofhave headed this way and who is murdered by a burglar. Insurance
er prognosticator in Denver had fore- light.
are
ficials
also
the
investigating
wanted by the authorities of Baker death. If their
Then came four flower girls, atcasted correctly and a deluge was to
investigation should mar
county, Oregon.
the beauty and success of the tractively gowned, one in white, one
Mr. Rawn committed
that
prove
Supreme Court.
accident policies aggregating fete. It was known for hours that a in lavender, one in pink and the
The supreme court has given evi- suicide,
storm was brewing in the rockies fourth in scarlet. They carried bas$150,000 probably will become worth- big
dence of its determination to enforce less. The funeral of Mr. Rawn was and certain it is the storm was head- kets filled with cut flowers of many
the rule that attorneys must have held this afternoon. For five minutes ed thi9 way. But the prayers of the colors. After the flower girls walked
their briefs on file by dismissing sev- in honor of the memory of the presi- fair ladies for fair weather were evi- a maiden carrying little balloons ateral cases lately because the briefs dent, not a wheel turned on the Monon dently answered, for only a few drops tached to sticks. In fact, after every
fell here and no harm was done. It quartet of maidens, followed a balloon
were not on file. Yesterday afternoon, road.
was just a little joke of the weather girl, in white.
Case No. 1330, A. E. May, appellee, vs.
Murdered for Revenge.
and after tiheir little prank all
Girls From Old Madrid.
F. H. Sounderman and William L. 'Chicago, 111.,
gods,
Hoff22.
Coroner
July
Then passed by four Spanish girls
Heitman, appellant, was argued and man announced today that he had in- was serene, leaving the hundreds and
who turned out to the fete in the attire of the pretty inhabitants
submitted.
formation which led him to believe thousands
Case No. 1324, Michael O'Neill, ap- that President Rawn of the Monon ample opportunity to thoroughly en- of Old Madrid and a dazzling sight
they were, in their rich gowns and
pellant, vs. F. J. Otero, special master, railroard, was murdered for revenge. joy it.
embroidered
Cairo.
shawls.
Like
They too car17.
reset
was
for
August
appellee,
He immediately went into conference
And it was indeed an enjoyable ried baskets filled with cigarettes in
Case No. 1341, J. H. Kingston and! with
Police
Schuettler
Acting Chief of
Strolling little paper boxes that matched their
W. D. Mahoney, appellees, vs. J. W. and later it was announced an arrest affair to the last degree.
a
tourist gorgeous attire.
the
into
last
night
plaza
Walters, appellant, was continued for probably will be made this afternoon.
well imagine he had come to
The Whistlers.
might
term.
the
After the Spanish maidens came a
of
It
the
Ancient
Cairo,
City
Egypt.
This forenoon, in Case No. 1276,
AMERICAN MORMONS EX
was a cosmopolitan gathering, judg- quartet of girls who sold little whisVigil, appellant, vs. Andrew B.
PELLED FROM GERMANY. ing
by the costumes from all the tles which weie to be heard in every
Stroup, appellee,, from Bernalillo counof the globe, and although corner of the park for the rest of the
quarters
administy, a motion to substitute the
Their Teachings Subversive of Moral tihere was not that mosaic-likcon- evening.
These girls were clad in
tratrix of the estate of Eslavio Vigil
Missionaries
ity Twenty-onfor
white and their baskets of noise makof
English
tongues,
glomeration
for the plaintiff, was granted.
Taken to Frontier.
was heard everywhere, still the Cairo ers were prettily decorated.
In Case No. 1326, Leandro M.
effect was too strong to be forgotten.
Again came a "bevy" of balloons
Berlin,
plaintiff in error, vs. Tranquil-inJuly 22. Herr Dalwitz, The crying of those selling their held within six feet of earth by the
Garcia, defendant in error, to dis- Prussian minister of the interior, on wares, the darting around of flower slender arm of another girl in imrecommendation of the political pomiss the writ of error, was granted.
girls pinning boutonnieres for a sil- maculate white. Following the
Case No. 1328, in the matter of the lice, has signed orders for the expul- ver offering; the apparent fondness on-girl
came a quartet of "ribbon
application of M. C. Hinterleitner for sion of 21 Mormon missionaries, most of the multitude for candies and girls" with yards of deep red ribbon
or Englishmen, sweets ; the noise and whirr of a
for the decoration
of individuals.
permit to appropriate water from La of them Americansconducted
to the
Plata river in San "Juan county, ap- and they will be
the dance in another tri These girls looked very pretty in
pellee, vs. Young and Northon, et al., frontier today. The status of the angle to the soft strains of an or white. Finally four Japanese maidMorman in Germany was taken up
appellants, was argued and submitted. with the American
chestra, reminding one of many Egyp- - ens passed by, their kimonas rivalled
embassy in 1903, tian harps; the soft rays from the only by the dainty creations leading
Dividend in Bankruptcy Case.
Referee in Bankruptcy E. A. John- when the government took the posi - Japanese lanterns suspended in the the procession.
On they walked, these thirty maidston today declared a second ten per tion that the teachings of tue mission pergola; the constant moving throng
are subversive of morality. It
combined to give an ens while the throng applauded as
cent dividend to the creditors of Mike aries
erything
was then arranged with the Mormon oriental effect which was enhanced
as might an artist viewD. Koury, payable by Leo Hersch,
superintendent that all Mormon mis- as the nostrils caught the odor of ing a Grecian or a Santa Fe sunset.
trustee, on August 1.
sionaries should withdraw from tfhe some Turkish cigarette just sold to
Having traversed the park the laNew Mexico Postmasters Commissioncountry within a month, transferring a youth by a fair damsel.
dies separated, repairing to the varied.
their middle European headquarters
ous booths and attractions which were
They Were Fair,
The following postmasters in New from Berlin to Switzerland.
The au
And the damsels were fair and good to claim their attention the evening.
Mexico have received their commis- thorities state that in recent years
to look upon. They were not all
Everything Was Attractive!
Carlos A. Hernandez, Ojo the Mormons have
sions:
disregarded this orientals either. Some reminded one ..Looking at the carnival from any
Caliente, Taos county; Mary A.
understanding.
of the beauties that hover around the angle of the park, there was attractAugus, Lincoln counry; Carter
horseshoe bay of Naples. More than iveness and sufficient cause for separLivesay, Golden, Santa ;Fe county ADVANCE IN WESTERN
one
counpair of dark eyes flashed with ating the dear public from their silUnion
John H. Knox, Holland,
FREIGHT RATES SUSPENDED. true Neapolitan
ardor as a request was ver coins. The maze, with its perplexty; Henry J. Armstrong, Steepe
to buy a bouquet, or a package ing paths, and its winsome veiled
made
Rock, Grant county.
Railroads Promise Interstate Com- - of
beauty in the center, kissable for a
cigarettes, or a balloon or some
Star Routes Established.
mersion to Wait Until
useful or ornamental ob- silver offering, drew its enthusiasts.
other
highly
Ute
The special mail service from
November 1.
ject. More than one pair of lips One man is said to have purchased
Creek to Boldy, Colfax county, eight
pleaded with true Venetian sweetness kisses by the dozen, getting a special
miles, has been
Washington, D. C, July 22. It was of tone in the same old way of the rate, but the veiled beauty did not re- Postoffice
announced today that after a confer flower girls abroad: "Buy, O do buy, veal her identity until later when it
The order abolishing the postoffice
was discovered that she was a young
Chairman Knapp of the inter this from ME!"
ence,
at Hermosa, Sierra county, has been state commerce commission and a
man, "attractively gowned."
Gowns Were Dazzling.
rescinded.
The merry go round brought joy to
As pretty as were the maidens, their
traffic officials of west
of
committee
The postoffice at Ojo Caliente, Taos ern trunk
so
were
arrangthe
youngsters, although turning it
artistically
in
garments
advance
the
that
lines,
county, has been moved 500 yards; the rates filed by the roads will be volun ed as to color, style and effect that was no joke to the young men in
postoffice at Seneca, Union county, tarily suspended until November 1. they but accentuated the beauty of charge.
s
of a mile
The dancing pavilion in another
has been moved
their owners. Now it was a dazzling
east.
shawl of scarlet superbly embroider - triangle was a winner and many a
Pardon By Governor Mills.
ed that wrapped its fair burden from young man and his fair companion
Governor Mills has granted a par
neck to ankles; or it was a kimona tripped the light fantastic to the
T
don to Antonio Guavara, former police
displaying the rich colors that came - strains of a select orchestra of seven
officer at Albuquerque, who had been
from the Flowery Kingdom; or per musicians, all from the military band.
sentenced from one to two years to
haps it was the simplicity of a pure The shrill call between dances, anNEAR
the penitentiary on the charge of aswhite gown that reminded one of a nouncing "next" was a constant adsault with a deadly weapon, arising
Vestal walking through the streets vertisement for this popular amuse- out olf his shooting Francisco Vargas
of Roma Immortalis. It was a sight ment.
But those who sought quiet, rest
Guavara did the shooting in th perof admiration, and the admira-Ponil Park and Does worthy
and a "comfy" seat, went to the Jap- formance of what he thought was his Sweeps
tion was given unstintedly.
Extensive Damage to
anese tea garden, and near the vine
The Fete Begins.
duty.
Drill Sergeant Detailed.
Although the fete, or carnival, really- covered pillars drank tea or lemon- Property.
Sergeant Showalter of the office of
began at 2 o'clock when Mayor Sei- ade and chatted with friends.
(has
A.
Brookes
S.
General
The Country Store was nearby and
Adjutant
igman took the first ride in the merry
on
their
wheels
been detailed to Albuquerque to drill
did
a Jively business. It held sway
the
round,
starting
OUT go
the local militia comoanv there. He EIGHT BRIDGES WASHED
delight giving journey, and some one in the pagoda, from the center of
has been on similar detail at Carl3
else made the initial course around which was suspended, over the heads
bad and Clovis.
maze's winding paths, still the 0f the fair salesladies, the stars and
Saw Mill Destroyed Rain Extin the
Tucumcari Land Office.
great fete did not make its formal de4 stripes. In fact there was plenty of
total
a
after
the
fiscal
1910
until
ifor
Fires
year
Forest
in
past
shortly
During
but
patriotism at the fete, for the dancing
guishes
when four pavilion was draped in hunting as
afternoon
the
in
o'clock
of 232,302.71 acres of land were filed
Northwest.
and twenty maidens, preceded by six was the candy store. Speaking of
upon in the Tucumcari land district,
cover
Mexico
New
and
little maids, entered the "arena" pass- - candy, that delicious article was in
one of six in
N. M., July, 22. A cloudburst
Raton,
eastern
from the Old Palace to the newly demand last night, even at $1 a pound.
and
of
county
all
Quay
ing
at Ponil Park, five miles ing
constructed booths in the famous It is said the supply ran out early so
San Miguel county as well as the last night
great was the rush after it.
southern panhandle of Union county west of here, washed out a mile oftt park.
railroad track, carried away r'uThe Ice cream and cake servers
Suitable Setting.
and small portions of Curry and Guado r id
in the were kept busy, and a large sum was
bridges, destroyed a saw vV
no
other
in
acres
city
Of
228,000
these
Perhaps
counties.
alupe
to fruit and t:;i:-:u. country was there such a superb set- realized from this alone.
homestead entries much damage
were original
men
were
Several
U.e
injured
ting for just such a procession. The- The supper in the library hall also
Only 1363 acres were desert land en wrecking of the mill.
Old Palace, with its memories of for- deserves mention, for it drew a large
entries
tries. Commuted homestead
Fo! ...
Rains
Extinguish
eign lands hovering around it, was of crowd from 6 to 8 p. m. Walking
covered 87,657 acres and final entries
22
ioyd-Spokane,
July
itself a most suitable point for the around in the plaza two or four hours
dis
remain
the
in
16 274 acres. There
the Crow Xe;.
x gathering of the maidens from many before had whetted the appetities,
iisai
throughout
trict only 554,900 acres unappropriat- and vicinity of Nestm,
foreign shores. This feature naa and a heavy onslaught was made on
ed of which 82,410 acres have not yet
checked the forest tires, but been skilfully planned and even the that bill
of fare.
Deen surveyed. In Quay county mere high winds last nigh have fanned h.
dresses of the
scheme
the
of
color
Good
Humor Held Sway.
are
unap. embers into fresh tones. Th iato
are only 306,556 acres that
in the procession had been studOne of the strikingly
pleasing
girls
acres
5,120
these
of
and
of Sandow is still in
Dropriated
ail Uren ied and arranged for the most pleas- tfhings about the fete was the good
toare unsurveyed. At the present rate, being down. Men and u i:!S
ing effect on the eye. No less an art- humor every one seemed to he in, and
every acre of public land In this dis day moving the powder nidghziucs in ist than Carl Lotave, who has made no matter what was offered the multi- in the rooms of the Old Palace speak for
trict will be taken up in less than two the vicinity of Phoent, vhicli
the path of the flames.
and a half years.
'all time of the ancient peoples who
f Continued on Page Eight)
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STRIKERS AGREE

FINANCIAL

AND

Governor Mills Has an Im- Mystery More Baffling Than
Those That Santa Fe
portant Vacancy at Clovis
Had Recently
to Fill
SUPREME COURT GRINDS

0

FETE

SO 105

FREIGHTING

Is

MOVED

Lead Schedules Do Not Suit Two Trainmen
Badly Beaten
Him and He Blames Cannon
Up Today at Belleville,

for Them.

Ontario.

Manhattan, Kan., July 22. Senator
Montreal, July 22. Vice President
Bristow in a speech here last night Murdoch of the Order of
Railway
charged Speaker Cannon and the Trainmen has wired the department
.. . .
.
,
"G
..
"
...iU
nnnf.i.nn.w.
"""'" i"1' vu61CMUieu miu a iuu ioi jaoor at uttawa accenting: Minis-. nipulation of lead schedules of the ter King's suggestion for arbitration
tariff bill in support of the "smelter of the Grand Trunk strike by a board
trust." "A duty measuring the dif- to be named by the government.
ference in the cost of smelting at
Two Scabs Beaten Up.
home and abroad is promised in the
22. Grand
Trunk
Toronto, July
Republican platform but a duty from passenger trains are running close to
$2.50 to $6.00 higher than the entire schedule today and local officials
of smelting in this country was nounced that they will begin immedi-impose- d
on lead," the senator said, ately active operations in handling
"This was not done in the interest of : freight. John McMann, a conductor,
M- Donovan, a brakeman, were
protecting a struggling industry, but and
set
in the interest of monooolr controlled
"nn by a hundred persons at
by the Guggenheiins, backed by the Bellville, Ontario, last night on the
and so severely
great Rockefeller financial interests. arrival of their train,
Because I presume to object to this beaten that they were sent to the hosinin
condition.
critical
The
pitai
sort of a thing, Mr. Cannon calls me
men were first carried to a
a Democratic demagogue, lunatic and jured
hotel
which
later was bombarded
Instead of indulging in
stones.
by
reavituperation, why doesn't he give
Some Freight Moving.
sons why he insisted upon ignoring
Montreal, July 22. Some freight on
the plain specified directions of the the Grand Trunk is
moving today but
Republican national platform; why did as vet onlv a trivial tonnaere is hand- i
inter-he stand by the Senate in the
Vpsterfiav'a spttipmfnt nf tiiiP
ests of the Guggenheims?"
Canadian Pacific troubles evidently
has encouraged the Grand Trunk
BANKERS RAN OUT
strikers, who announced that from
IN THEIR NIGHTIES. now on the strike would be conducted with vigor.
Big Hotel and Fashionable Apartment
House and Nearby BuildCENSUS FIGURES FOR
ings in Ashes.
PUEBLO VERY DISAPPOINTING.
j

OMrl-.Tt-

,

--

j

an-co- st

;

!

pick-pocke- t.

i

Hoquian, Wash., July 22. The
hotel, a fashionable apartment
house, caught fire early this morning.
It set fire to all the buildings within
six hundred feet, and only a change
of wind saved the business section
of the town from destruction. About
a dozen guests of the hotel leaped
from windows, and two of them were
seriously injured. Two men are missing and may have perished. The New
York hotel two blocks away was filled
with visiting state bankers and caught
fire two or three times and the
guests ran out in their night clothes.
The damage runs to more than $100,-00--

Ho-quia- n

People Thought City Had Thirty Thou-

sand

More Inhabitants That
ficial Count Shows.

Of-

D. C, July 22. Census
show that Pueblo, Colo., has a
population of 44,395, as compared with
28,157 in 1900, an increase of 57.7 per
cent. Pueblo had claimed 75,000 and

Washington,

returns

over the anis much disappointed
nouncement which was made this
early because of the coming Irrigation
Congress.
Rhode Island's Population.
Washington, July 22. The population of Rhode Island as shown by the
census returns, the first given out for
a state, indicate an increase of more
than 118,000. This figure is not sufficiently large to insure an additional
representative in Congress. Thus, for
at least ten years more, the state will
have to get on with two members as
it has been compelled to do since the

Two Lives Missing.
Hoquian, Wash., July 22. Later it
was definitely learned that two lives
were lost. Two working men are
missing.
UNCLE SAM EXPLAINS
SITUATION TO NORWAY.

apportionment under the first

nation-

Scandinavians Were Misinformed as al census in 1790. By the present
system Rhode Island with 428,556 peoto the Situation in Nicaragua and
ple in the twelfth census, has one repthe Blockade of Bluefields.
resentative to each 124,278 persons,
an average of about 21,000 above the
22.
The
D.
C,
Washington,
July
United States has crossed diplomatic requirements of 193,000. As now
The state de- shown by the thirteenth census the
swords with Norway.
slate has 156,000 more
than
partment replying to protests from are necessary to give two people
representa- interests
commercial
New Ordeans
tives.
against the Norwegian recognition of
The fact that the figures for Rhode
the Bluefields, Nicaragua, blockade Island were announced
today does not
today, declared that Bluefields will be mean the totals for other states are
an open port. Norway, it was said, to follow
quickly. Rhode Island was
was misinformed of conditions there.
expedited for the benefit of the state
legislature which is to meet next
month for the purpose of redistricting
the state under the new law.
,

IS

LAND BATTERIES WIN

THE

MOBILE
Bankers Alarmed at Bankruptcies Caused by Prevailing Fever

FIGHT.

SHAM

Hostle Fleet Could Not Have Survived
Fierce Cannonade That Was Directed Against It.

Fort Monroe, Va., July 22. Although death had . silenced one gun
and eleven men were killed or fatally
injured by yesterday's accident at "the
the firREAL CAUSE DF HARD TIES short battery yesterday, during
hostile
on
an
fleet,
imaginary
ing
which was passing up Hampton Roads
was continued unFinanciers Should Intervene to to attack, the battle
til the enemy was sunk. The practice
Save Clients from This
which was the most extensive ever
Madness.
attempted, was completed with flattering success to the coast artillery corps.
White Plains, N. Y., July 22. The The officers who witnessed the test
demonstrated that a fleet
West Chester County Bankers Asso- say practice to
pass the fort could not
attempting
ciation believes that the people of the have lived five miles In such fire.
United States are "automobile crazy"
and that the bankers of the country WISCONSIN FOREST FIRES
-- ARE UNDER CONTROL.
ought to intervene to save their
clients from this madness. Resolu- Half Million Dollars of
Damage Done
tions were adopted asking members to
Large Number of Men Fightscrutinize carefully the applications
ing Flames.
of those who wish to borrow
on notes for the purpose or i y
Wai'.sau, "Wis., July 22. The f -.
G tfibway which yesterday caus ' a
automobiles.
The banker,
'
that hundreds have put the.; t Iv i u
ge estimated at half a mill'ort
to bankruptcy in six monJ!:
that, vicinity are reported today , s
y nton.-gaging their homes or V
fairly under control. The flan-c- . are
valuable securities to jfv u.i.. Li.cV sv'U extending for five miles east oC
and that the automobin crane i tnrj Kidron to Pike Lake village and large
real cause of hard tim ;s
towds of men are fighting the flre.
v

t-
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;

.'ii--
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Wheat

Old

rue
MIL

FE, N.

M.

FRIDAY,

Established 1856.

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

SMILE.

Imperial
Jerse Cream

(By Alcne Allison.)
Whfii a tiling is past the mending,
Let it go without a word;
Sishs and tears and talk unending
Are as useless as absurd.
Evil speech can scarce more harm
thee
Than the south wind passing by;
Let not calumny alarm thee;
Words unchallenged soonest die.
Men may trick thee act not meanly,

Four

Pansy
Bobolink

WE GIVE CASE KEGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHAStS
WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corntr Plaza, Santa

F.

Telephone

No. 40

CAUL APD SEE FDR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocfcs

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

nhrg
VlL

Model B67

Keep the llr.g of love unfurled;
Live so high thou canst serenly
Look down smiling on the world.

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

JEWELER

Incorporated 1903

nftii v nniihm

iid
uniLi nuu.iu ui .

JULY 22, 1910.

Juits

is very popular.

old
Death of Infant Six months
Elaine Rickardson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. K. J. Rickardson, died yes-- )
rwtwri'U'Wiisvi
terday at Albuquerque.
a
MmnD PITV TflDIPQ
Contract for New School Building
a
mimun
Silver City has let the contract for its
new school building to Contractor W.
A. Schuler of Tucumcari.
Miss
Wedding at Albuquerque
Denver, Colo., July 22 The S
Edna (iaines, of Terrill, Texas, and
forecast is partly cloudy to- Hugo Mueller, of Albuquerque, were
night and Saturday with sat-- X
married at Albuquerque by Rev. C. A. X tionary temperature.
X
Clark.
Good Example to Santa Fe Deputy
By the Faith of a Child she saves
Sheriff Heyn and a number of other her father's life who was doomed to
deputies have cleaned the Red Light be shot. See it at the Elks' tonight.
contingent out of Old Albuquerque
Train From South Late Owing to
and that part of Bernalillo county is the lateness of Santa Fe train No. 10
now free of that disgrace.
from the south and west, train No. 3,
Arrested tor rigntmg r elipe Sis-- the flyer from the east, arrived an
neros was arrested in an Albuquerque hour earlier than usual this forenoon,
saloon yesterday for fighting. He was
Peerless Will Go to Albuquerque
searcned tor a aeaaiy weapon out Gregg's Peerless baseball team goes
none was found on him although the to Albuquerque on Sunday to cross
people he is alleged to have attacked bats with the Duke City aggregation.
said he had one.
The past four games have been very
Accidental
Carl. A. close with a low score and a fine
Shooting
N.vhus, a bank employe at Raton, was game is expected for Sunday.
shot through the ankle by the acci"Keep Us From Our Friends" a
dental discharge of a revolver he had very comic reel, is at the Elks' topushed to the floor while turning night.
around at the teller's window. An
Was 87 Again Yesterday The max- artery was cut and the wound is very imum temperature yesterday was S7
serious.
at 2:30 p. m. and the miniNo Saloon
at Stanley Stanley, degrees
mum was 60 degrees at 4:45 a. m. The
southern Santa Fe county, joined the
relative humidity was not very high,
dry towns of the territory this week for it was only 42 per cent and that
wnen the only saloon in town closed
There was
made the heat bearable.
its doors. The closing up was the re a
of rain which fell in the eventrace
sult of a falling off in patronage rathhut there were only a few drops
er than an
movement strik- i ing
and did not spoil the fete in the plaza.
ing the town, however.
The weather was cloudy and threaten-- 1
Automobile Map of Central New
in the afternoon and there were
Mexico An automobile map of Santa ing
showers along the southern and
good
Pe, Sandoval and Bernalillo county, eastern horizon. A
year ago today the
showing every road and its conditions, maximum was 76 and the minimum 58
every elevation and other data valu
with frequent light sprinkles
able to autoists has been compiled at degrees At Las
of rain.
Vegas the tempera- Albuquerque and copies should be pro-- ture
97 in the shade
was
cured for use by Santa Fe auto own- and yesterday to the Las
Vegas Optic,
according
ers.
was quite as warm,
before
the
day
Issued MarLicenses
Marriage
while the night before no relief. In
riage licenses were granted at Las Ve- the Meadow City it is reasonable to
gas to Maria Elivra Salazar, of Las infer that the people are laughing
Vegas, aged 21, and Peter G. Cappuc-cilli- , about the story that in New Mexico
aged 31, of Tucson, Ariz., and blankets are needed to keep warm at
Amelia Borgolt, aged 24, of Kalona,
night.
la., and J. R. Swartzendruber, aged
Did you see that change of pictures
The latter couple
2G, of Las Vegas.
at
the Elks' last night? If not see
were married by Rev. E. C. Anderson ttoem
tonight, they are good.
afternoon at the1 Methodist

uin mnuj

skirts and

j

T

ingeri e

Bargains in every department

1

FOR HALF ACENTURY

PHONE 36

THE LEADING

HOUSE'

DFY GOODS

IN THE

P. O. BOX 219

CITY.

f FIRST QUALITY TOOLS
SEE
OUR

anti-saloo- n

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

OK WORK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

1

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furand hides for rugs and robes

s

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

HONE

436

SANTA FE, N, M,

19

(OCK

!

j

yesterday

parsonage.

MULLIGAN & RKING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

(Continued on Page Eight.)
Publication.
(06888, Not Coal.)

Notice for

Rebound When excellent wont can
t
Interior,
the
be done right at home.
at Santa Fe, N. M. New Mexican
Bindery.
June 22, 1910.
Notice is hereby given theft Jose
Notice for Publication.
Alires, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
Serial No. 0467, 013711.
21, iau5, made homestead entry( seJemez Forest.
Not Coal Land.
SW
rial 06888), No. 8416, for E
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Sec- Department of the Interior,
tion 18, Township 14 N., Range 10 E.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
July 12, 1910.
intention to make final five year proof
Notice is hereby given that Juan
to establish claim to the land above M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
described, before Register and Re- on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910,
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, made homestead entries No. 0467 and
N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910. No.
NE
NW
013711, for SE
Claimant names as witnesses:
NE
NE
S
SW
NE
of the
U. S. Land Office

Department

Con-.il-

'

Y.

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vatthe man who uses them.
R&iWfRM$si'r
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

e

f

Kit'. Hardware

WSSSSSS

We have it.

1

&

1-- 2

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

I)AXHT 130
PICTURE

IOC

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AV

Tj

DONE.

1-- 4

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

;;i

v
it

I

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

z

MEXICAN

HATS

ALL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

oal

4

S E. Corner of Plaza.

Alberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San
chez, Juan Sanchez, and Francisco
Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATION, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
Hall's
must take internal remedies.
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not
a quack medicine. It was prescribed
by one of the best physicians in this
country for years and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the best
tonics knowns, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
The perfect commucous surfaces.
bination of the two ingredients is
what produces such wonderful results
in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pins ion con
stipation.

TABLE WATERS
By the bottle or case

1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

Sec. 19, and W 2
NE
SE
N
NW
and NW
NW
NE
Section- 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eliseo Lucero,
probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla, N.
M., on the 26th day of August, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Her- ,
rera, Florencio Vigil, ignacio
all of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

1-- 4

1--

Lump

CERRILLOS

KEZTUrs.vK

1--

1-- 4

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

1--

1-- 4

AND RETAIL

Screened

1--

1-- 4

WHOLESALE

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a

Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
have an absolute title to the property which ivou ;now own?

iru-jillo-

If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad

Furnished by

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

ranee Agency

Tel Black 76

M

try

OF THE INTERIOR,
DEPARTMENT
Ottlee of Indian Affairs. Washington, I), O
Sealed proposals for letting grazing privileges on the Mescalero Indian Reservation
New Mexico, under the permit system,
will be received at the Office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington,
I). 0 until 2 o'clock p. m, Monday August
29 1910, and will be Immediately thereafter
bidders as
opened in the presence of such
location of the
mayattend, Mapsshowing
Inforall
and
necessary
districts
grazing
application to
mation may be obtained on
Indian
Mescalero
of
tne
the superintendent New
Mexico. R. G,
Hchool. Mescalero,
VALENTIN K, Commissioner.

diamonds H a

Qm

YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Servic

I
I

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by

Methods

Cut Glass. China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Manitou Water and Imported Vichy and
.
a
Gingerale, Apollinar is, and Grape Juice.
9

Phairmmacy

1

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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THROW OUT THE LINE.

BOLD CRIMINAL

Them Help and Many Santa Fe

Give

People Will Be Happier.
"Throw Out the Life Line"
The kidneys need help.
They're overworked can't get the
poison filtered out of the blood.
They're getting worse every minute.
Will you neip mem:
Doan's Kidney Pills hre brought
from the verge of despair.
Will cure any form of kidney trouble.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos street,
Santa Fe, N. II., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
today as when I publicly recommended
them in 1902. I was caused much suffering by backache for three or four
years and though I never laid off from
work, my back was so painful at times
that it was all I could do to attend to
what I was doing. Doan's Kidney
Pills, procured at Stripling, Burrows
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
me and I had no return of the trouble
for six months. At the end of that
time my work brought on another attack of backache. I at once took
Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
the desired relief. A medicine that
lives ud to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the

i

Sheriff A. C. Stevens of Carri- zozo Makes an Impor-

i

l

tant Arrest
;

.

Total Failure on Dry Farms and
Losses in the Irrigated

j

The

con-

tract for supplying supplies for the

Marine hospital sanitarium at Fort
for many farras at a time wIu'n most
Stanton for the
ensuing twelve
eded and in some cases cro
will
months was very much divided up
snort
The
very
consequence.
among the various bidders one regret-- !
able feature of this was the securing cr!'s on nir"Sated lands will in
n,ost cas,fis be. a t0,al faih,re wlule
by the Armour Packing Company of
Hties a scant crop of
the beef contract, which heretofore ln some
ma-be
ralsed'
age
There w, 1)e an
alwavs been awarder! to local con- aVera-"CmI 0f apph'S n most of the
tractors. thns f.rnlahln.,
fnr
n,,rM
orchards and the yield of alfalfa will
Lincoln county stockmen
not be much short unless the last cutendorsement"
strongest
New County Commissioners.
50
Price
ting is injured by late rains.
dealers.
For sale by all
W. R. White, the Xogal mesa farmThe range in many places is in very
Co., Buffalo, er
cents.
recently appointed by Governor bad condition, the rains that have
United
for
the
New York, sole agents
Mills as a member of the board of fallen
thus far have been local and
States.
county
commissioners, has qualified over limited areas and
generally of
Remember the name Doan's and and entered
upon the discharge of his short duration but of torrential proother.
no
take
duties on the board and is making a
portions which, owing to the barren
very efficient official. Governor Mills condition of the ground, soon ran off
Publication.
Notice for
is being highly commended for mak- into
the gulches and ravines.
06873
Not Coal Land
ing this appointment.
Reserve.
Pecos Forest
Charged With Atrocious Crime.
Department of the Interior,
Encarnacion
Romero, one of the IN NEW MEXICO'S
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
cow thieves in the
most
desperate
1910.
July 12,
POLITICAL PASTURES
Notice is hereby given that Pruden-ci- country was captured last week by
counC.
A.
Sheriff
Lincoln
of
Stevens,
Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who,
on July 12, 1905, made homestead en- ty, at Steve Spring, 15 miles east of
The Grant county Democratic con- try (serial 06873), No. 8396, for SW Lincoln. Romero had killed a steer
to
the Ey Capitan Cattle evntion will htave 90 members. The
Sec. 3, belonging
SW
SE
SE
Sec. Company the evening before and had Chaves county Republican convention
NW
NE
NE
NW
10, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. gone to Steve Spring for water when will have 35 members.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in- Sheriff Stevens rode up and placed
tention to make final five year proof, him under arrest, Romero offered
On next Tuesday evening there will
to establish claim to the land above; some resistance and attempted to get be a rally of the Bernalillo county
described, before register and receiv- his Winchester into action, but was a Democratic Club at Albuquerque. A
er at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th little slow in the effort and surren- smoker will be given. It is the plan
dered when he say that the sheriff and of the Democratic bosses to try to
day of August, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
his deputy had him covered with their split the Republican forces In BernaCrestino Ribera, Manuel Sandoval, guns. It has been known for a long lillo county as they have done several
Ramon Quintana, Crescencio Roibal, time that cattle were being killed in times in the
past and then sell out to
all of Pecos, N. M.
that neighborhood but it was appar- one of the factions. But they will not
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ently impossible to catch the guilty succeed in this year of the Faith.
Register. parties and a great deal of credit is
(Published in tlhe New Mexican, of due Sheriff Stevens for the manner
"It looks as though U. S. Commis- Santa Fe, N. M.)
in which he followed up the clues at sioner Earl Scott
would be one of the
hand which resulted in the capture Republican candidates for delegate to
ComThe' New MBxtca.. Prrntlng
of what appears to be the chief of the the constitutional convention
from
pany has on hand a large supply ot "beef eaters."
man
is
Scott
a
Mr.
young
county.
pads and tablets suitable for acbool
Romero was brought before Justice
to fill the place and
well
qualified
work, the desk, and also for lawyers of the Peace I. N. Kemp of Capitan, we believe he would
honestly try to
and merchants: good everywhere. We on the 14th inst, and upon being ar- fair
a
constitution,
make
reasonably
will sell them at 5 cents in oook forn
raigned confessed Ms guilt, making Attorney Easley, we understand, is
the plea that his family was without desirous of obtaining the Democratic
food at the time, his wife and chilas one of the delegates to
LAURDRY dren, however, stated that they were the constitutional convention. Mr.
well provided with provisions and that
is a young attorney and would
only a day or two previous had thrown
doubt make a good race if nomi- away a large quantity of beef that had nated." Estancia Daily Herald.
Best
been provided by Romero in the same
manner a week before.
Rev. I. E. Seder, of Albuquerque,
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
It is stated that this fellow had superintendent for New Mexico of the
Returns Thursday and Friday. made
a practice of killing from two to
League, Mrs. S. C. Nutter,
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop three beeves a month for several of
president for New
Albuquerque,
years past and that he found some
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
Christian
of the "Woman's
difficulty at times in finding suitable
Association, Mrs. M. H.
Phone No. 23 Red
places to secrete the hides, some of Patterson, the local Prohibition lead-'- .
which were hauled out towards
er, Mrs. Mary Barnes, of Silver City,
hidden in the wood he was acsecretary of the Woman's Christian
WOODTS
customed to haul to that town for Temnerance TInion and other temper-- '
sale, and cast away on the plains.
ance leaders held a conference in SanProm
The more serious and revolting ta Fe
yesterday and mapped out a
BARRANCA TO TAOS
charge of rape was also filed by his campaign for the constitutional conwhen she was assured that her vention.
Meets Both North South wife,
They decided to take the
life would not be endangered by so
aggressive and to push the fight for a
Bounds Trains.
doing.
clause in the constittuion.
prohibition
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
The defenceless victim of this
the north bound train and arrives at atrocious crime ' is a small child of
At a meeting of the Chaves
Taos at 7 p. m.
about 12 years, the daughter of his
contral committee at
Ten miles shorter than any other wife by a former marriage; the brutal
order by Chairman A. L.
to
called
way. Good covered hack and good assault was made upon her several
which Democrats that
in
Whiteman,
months ago and the illicit relations
teams.
members of the central comnot
were
2ula.l
Pas. have been maintained since that time, mittee participated it was decided to
Tiling
Corn.forta'bla.
the two women living in constant hold a
ungsi
primary election Tuesday, Aufear of being murdered if they should
on
gust 9, to nominate four delegates
divulge the awful secret.
the Democratic ticket for the consti- means
found
woman
The
recently
tutional convention. It was a spirited
of communicating with a brother-in-laa
ornoth
snpairers
1'
iuvy..&
lllCCliiJg ClllU
him
Taos
county, urging
living- in
Coun- T.
were:
McClure,
John
Judge
to come to her aid. To this man she
M.
Atkinson,
Wm.
Commissioner
tv
PLAZA BARBER SHOP made known the awful conditions toof James F. Hinkle, Committeeman F. L.
ber home life and at imminent peril
Dexter, Committeeman
himself
he furnished the links in the Mehlop, of
For i9 years the only
D.
and Attorney K. K,
Bell
R.
chain of evidence that were lacking to Judge
srnt.t.. of Tswell. Committeeman S.
first class tonsorial parlor
Romero.
fasten the crimes upon
W. Holder, of Lake Arthur, and B. H.
in Santa Fe.
Investigating Final Homestead Proofs
of Hagerman, who came as
Wixom,
the
of
L. A. Gillett, a special agent
OUR NEW PITCH
for
John I. Kingle, of Hager- proxy
land office, has been in Lincoln county
TREATMENT
man, Attorney U. S. Bateman, H. T.
days engaged in the investigaR. L Radney, Judge Em- is guaranteed to cure, (not only several
tion of homestead claims upon which Drury, Judge
John
relieve, Diadruff, falling hair & final proof has been offered. This is mett Patton, of Hagerman, Judge Grein-!
D.
P.
G.
M.
H
Williams,
Dills,
other scalp irritations. We also in line with the policy of the general
de- was
It
T.
Robert
and
McClung.
a
of
the
some
all
years
carry complete line
land office, inaugurated
o'ded that each candidate who runs in
popular hair and facial tonics.
ago, to investigate all claims upon
the race for the nomination will be
an
HERPICIOE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH which final proof is offered before
this money to go to
officer other than the register and re- assessed $25 and
cost
of
election,
the
the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
pay
disceiver o the land office of the
is
situated.
land
which
the
in
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY trict Bad Prospects for Farmers.
Both political parties of Lincoln
hone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
for the farmers of Lin- county seem to favor the selection of
outlook
The
n
Mondays anil Tuesdays
aundry
nd deliver on Thursdays and B'ridays coln county is any thing but bright, three good men for delegates from the
in the moun- county to the constitutional conventhe very slight snow-fal- l
All work is guaranteed; your
tains during the past winter has re tion without regard to party affiliasocks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
sulted in tlhe diminution of the flow of tion. The Republican and Democratic
extra charge.
the principal streams to such an ex- central committees have issued calls
PHONE RED 122. PHONE) RED 122. tent that Irrigation was impossible for meetings of the respective county
1--

f

111

1-- 4

for-ha- s

mentioned very persistently by the
Democrats as delegates, while John
'
H. Canning and A. H. Harvey, of
J. J. Anigon, of Lincoln, and
Leopoldo Gonzales,
prominent ranchman of San Patricio, are mentioned
by ihe Republicans as proper men for
delegates; G. B. Barber, an attorney
of Lincoln, and Fred Ptingsten,
a
ranchman of Angus, are also spoken
of in the same connection, but as
these two latter gentlemen
are to
some extent connected with the E. P.
& S. W. railroad there seems to be
Feme opposition to them on that account and the argument is advanced
that the railroads will be amply represented by attorneys and others intimately associated with them, from
other sections of the new state without sending any from Lincoln county.

Anti-Saloo-

n

Ros-wel- l,

lire

V'l

county-Democrati-

Ros-we-

?$5.00
KERR'S

FARE

...n

-

-

mm wsm RMEDY

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
having Bright' s Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
sTRIPLING-BURROWf-

S

& CO.

Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life. Ureal
amount of opcu air work. Heaithlest location
of any Ml lliary Schooi In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the
garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 1,700

1

c

ll

feet above sea level, s'inshlne everv lay. out
Htie rain or snow during session.
E'even Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heansd, light
ed and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlltoa. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

Hi
i i

--

1

.

V

-

.

M

A

Flnlay
For particulars anl
address.

tru

Illustrated

catalogue

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

Car-rizoz-

The Journal Democrat of Albuquerque draws the following contrast edi-

1--

Laundry Work

hack

"A."

A. H. Hudspeth, both prominent members of the Lincoln county bar are

v

j

For

irA m,

1--

4

1--

d

-
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ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point tf th SouthwerL
Army Otlirers
by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

central committees for the 23th of
July at Lincoln.
The names of John Y. Hewett and

Foster-Milbur- n

1-- 4

New Mexico Military Institute

a

V.

Sections.
22.

out

When we see persons with soft, smooth skins v know at once that thair
blood is pure and healthy, that the cnticb is 'ooin:;
sufficiently and pronerl- nourished by the circulation. But when the bloc?
unhealthy humor the effect is shown by oniHioiw, bails, "uinroles, or some more
definitely marked skin disease such a? Eczr.na, Ars?, Tetter, etc. Humors got
mio me diooo. usually, Decause of a siug,?;.. oonc'iticii cf s
mmhpr whn..
duty it Is to collect and carry off the waste and r:use matter of the system.
This unhealthy matter, left in the system.
rt ferments and is soon
ab
sorbed into the circulation, filline the blooi v ith
tnese numors and the skin disease can not exist, because i s
very cause is then
destroyed. S. S. S. cures all humors of the blood because it is the greatest of all
blood purifiers. It cleanses the blood of every
particle of unhealthy raatte-- I
enriches the circulation and causes it to suoply te?ltfcful nourishment
to all sln
tissues. Then the skin becomes soft and cK-ir-.
Thecal applications can not cur
they can only soothe by temporarily reducing the in animation, but the cau
..
1. lnvi
remain! IT! .ho rMrMllafirtr. allu.
,LLi ue no naarcr wen wnen tne
x- oiu"vu
ternal treatment ...,.iW,
is left off. The humors must be rerr.orcd and
nothing eqnMs
3- or this purpose. Pure blood makes heal'-.hand S. S. S. makaa
pure blood. Book on Skin Diseases free to all who write and request it.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.
.

Capitan, X. M. July

PAGE THREE.

BLOOD HUMORS

IS CAPTURED
'

M.

torially:
"The Tribune-Citizehas painted a
pen picture of the attendance at the
recent meeting of the Republican
committee.
After describing in their
own way the column of Republicans
marching in 'a body through
the
streets of Albuquerque to the Republican club rooms, it says: 'Bringing
up the rear appeared several railroad
attorneys, whose duties take them
often, as appearances go, to political
and legislative assemblies as well as
to the courts.'
"it is quite true that a number of
corporation attorneys and other cor-thi- s
poration agents witnessed the pro-an- d
ceedings of the Republican committee
and it is also true, that thp cornora- tions have their attornews and agents
jn tfle committee; it is also true that
these attorneys and agents of the
pot ations, some openly and others
y
quietly, favored the plan of a
partisan delegation to the constitu-n- o
tional convention; it is also true that
the sentiment among the loyal and
unseflsh members of the committee
true Republicans to the core, was
so strong and determined that the
railroad attorneys readily saw the
way the wind was blowing and
The
ly hushed their murmurs.
bune is quite right when it says that
they were in the rear. They were
in the rear not only as they marched
through the streets of Albuquerque,
but were in the rear at all other
times. They could not dominate or
dictate to a true Republican meeting.
"Not so with the Democratic column as it marched through the streets
of Albuquerque to its meeting place.
The railroad attorneys and corporation agents were not in the rear, but
were at the head of the column in
full command of the procession the
generalissimos of the occasion with
their plans well made and their forces
on
well marshaled, and immediately
the assembling of the committee they
executed their first coup of clearing
the room and closing the doors. They
as quickly executed their second coup
y throwing out Doony tne cnairman
of the committee and installing a
high corporation chief with much
6' ana cwuci, Then bedlam broke
loose and the howls and shrieks of
resistance of the common Democracy
and the sturdy and exact commands
of the corporation chiefs filled and
rent the air. Hair was pulled,
blood was spilt, bones were broken,
before the common Democracy was
subdued, but it was subdued as it was
be. No! The
j planned that it should
corporation attorneys and agents were
not in the rear in the Democratic col-e- r
umns; they were in the lead in full
command. They were the victors of
the day and placed on the brow of
their high chief the crown of author
ity and decorated mm witn me insignia of rank."
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Express forwarder.
TO
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by Purchasing Wells Fargo
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Parts of tbe World.
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DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS. FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Pavnblr TVoagaoat tbs United States. Canada. Mexico
and ail Forciga Countries
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Fargo & Company

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co,,
of the Southwest
Manager for New Mexico.

A. ill. BERGEPE,
Santa Fe,

Catron Block.

N. M.

non-Easle-

quick-Mexic-

j
i

IS KEENLY
FELT IN COLORADO.

Denver, Colo., July 22. Farmers dependent upon the Platte river for irri- gation are facing a loss of their crops
in entirety if reports received by the
state engineer's office from the irrigation district engineers are correct:
"The water has fallen so low,' said
State Engineer C. W. Comstock yesterday, "that only those whose water
rights antedate 18G6 are getting any
water. Those who follow have not a
dro, and the crops, with the exception
i of
sugar beets, are beginning to show
the effect of the long drougth."

j

I

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

o

i

THE DROUTH

e c. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 800.00 to Slio.OO per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
lNCHKS,

Li A

Hiy K

AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on

(?ov- -

ernment land. We nave irrigation enter
prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW MEXICO,

RANCHES.
LARGE
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEIR FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.

Take a pick with your eyes snut and
Certainly helps a man along socially
you'll get what you like. That re- and in business. There is no
fers to
the fact that dress has a edal to
ANY LIVERY RIG
do with a man's success nowadays.
this fact in mind, let us call
that leaves these stables. They're all eBaring
your attention to the fact that we are
up to date and any of them gives sat- now making to order the most stylish
isfaction. A drive drives away the Suits and Overcoats, from selected
blues. Try it and save calling the fabrics, at a most moderate price.
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed. New
doctor.
samples have arrived.
gain-say-iri-

WILLIAMS

Julius Muralter, Tailor

1 RISIKG

310 San Francisco St.

'Phone

139 Red.

g

Cor.

Palace and Washington Avenues.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads
and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of B0 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number ot passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com-

municating with Manager ol the
well Auto Co.,

least

at Roswell, N.

RosM., at

24 hours ln advance. Rate for
special J40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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r'nllars. Mr. Merchant do you see
how it pays to advertise if you advertise right? Don't you think the right
kind of advertising would help you in
your business just as it helped the
Woman's Board of Trade? Of course
wlif ti you advertise, you must advertise liberally and you must have the
goods when the rush comes.

'minute provision of legal regulation
from prdhibition to the length of bed
sheets is to be prescribed in the fundanit'iital law, according to these- wise
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
acres. The republic would not have
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
lasted ten years, if the fathers wbo
Vice
President
Editor and President.
the constitution for the United
wrote
r
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
States hud written into that grand
document nil the "isms", all the leg- Entered as Second Class Matter n the Santa Fe Postoffice.
hsiation tor uie iuuiie aim naa sougnt
$3.50 to provide in detail "for every probRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
25
Xo wonor future contingency."
2.00 ab
Daily per week by carrier
Weeklv ner year
75
.
..
der. President Taft has found it nee
carrier....
month,
Daily, per
,
by
ftn
,,,,, omi nf fho
,. tn
65 neemy, oia. muums
Daily, per month, by mail
ou
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
ritories to shun Oklahoma
Daily, per year, by mail

SANTA

FE NEW MEXICAN

-

Secretary-Treasure-

R.J.PALEK, President,
L. A. HDGBES,

tional ideas as they would shun
plague.

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

the

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. I. Is sent to
There js"a difference of opinion,
i
t0l ciing t0 whether one reads Repub- postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf.)
lican or Democratic newspapers, or
uroong the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
looks at the situation through the local or the general spectacles, wrhether
the nation as a wihole is as prosperous as it has been in the past. The
surest, test is given by Postmaster
Genera! Hitchcock when he says, and
NAMES. FOR NEW BATTLESH IPS. to formulate a fundamental law free
bis test applies not only to the nation
', . and........
Arizona are names from nil bpecidi icgisuime features
New Mexico
Pro- - as a whole but to, places like Santa
Mexican
assure
New
the
Let
the
OBtofflTO
proposed tor two new battleblhips Ne-- ;
receipts have
- -- - - F(S whpre
vada and Oklahoma still remain u;
ir- - bpen constantly on the increase
false
over
and
the
ready
rejoicing
That
be honored in that manner.
"As to the state of the country I
are about to
leaves but four names to select from, retrievable step they
can
only point, to the business of the
and Mayor Arthur Seligman, recently take.
postonice
department. Here, as in
made the suggestion to" the editor of '
e
of a newspaper or
nting
A GREAT SCENIC ROAD.".
, the ofhce of aroom
the Cleveland," Ohio, :T.endeiv'tnat aftransatlantic line, the
The government built a sixty mile flrs( effe(.ts of restriction of business
ter the state names are exhausted,
that it would be a good idea to give anghway to the Roosevelt dam in Ari- - nr pYnansiml nf mdnstrv are ,felt ea,rh- Indian names to the battleships, be- - zona. Much of it was much more dif- - pne nostofBce department in nine
ginning with Acoma and ending with flcult of construction than the great monlhs has managed to reduce the
Znni. all musical and at the same scenic Highway that the territory is de!k.it ten miijns of dollars. That
time martial sounding names. That bui'ding across the Pecos forest. But is more than a minion a month. it
the suggestion met with approval, is the Roosevelt dam highway has be- - has done it on increased business, and
clear from the following editorial in come one of the most famous thor that, is something that you can't get
oughfares in the country and thou- by
the Cleveland Leader:
salesmen or advertising
to sands are traversing it. It answers In traveling
"Ever since the last proposal
this we have increased the
doing
build more battleships was put for- the requirements of just the kind of receipts 10 per cent and have inward the navy department has been road building tfhat a nation or a com- creased the expenses only 4 per cent.
sorely perplexed to find names for monwealth should undertake. It is
"I take the finances of the postoffice
new vessels of that class. The sys- scenic, it is an entirely new road and deoai'tment as an earnest of the faith
tem heretofore followed has been to not the fixing up of an old highway that is in Ule wlhen
say that the
name the battleships after the states already in existence, and its magni- - count,.y is prosperous."
and the cruisers after cities. There tude is such that a small community
are more than enough American cities or county could not have built it. The
It is not altogether a comforting
to go 'round even if the navy increas- Scenic Highway across the Pecos for- - sisrn nf tho timea that ttinnsnnHa rr
But the est when completed and there is no
es to mammoth proportions.
gtrike breakerB hurried t0 New Eng.
out of sound reason why the Territory should
run
has
nearly
department
to take the place of the strikers
land
not.
names of states.
complete it after buildinsr the on the Grand Trunk railroad. It in- 11
a
n
..t
I
.on
ninur
vi
Hirnpnir m,.
l. u.i.ivv....
i'un pail, win J;alD
,
"When the problem came up for
CA,,tuoivc
consideration a short time ago, only uc iai uivit? iiauiuiis iuiu iraveieu ov idleness in the
country, that men who
the state names Nevada and Okla- many more people than the Roosevelt
to work can find
are
willing
really
homa remained unused. Three and dam mart Tt will ho nnt nuito r lmipr no
must be devised to
Methods
jobs
tihe
but
to
which it will be
beauties
perhaps four new battleships might be
secure a better distrihution ot laDor
Since then the names of the key are grand beyond comparison.
authorized.
and to persuade men to go back to the
bethe
Earth:
SaysArizona and New Mexico have
U
P
Al
i
I
ere xo
"The hiehwav useH hv the crnvern. IarmS
wring rroru uie earui
come available. But what shall be
a subsistence. The rush to the cities
done when these four are given to ment during the construction of the
prob-onew ships? A way to partial tempor- Roosevelt dam, Arizona, is to be lined nas resulted in the staggering
t)he unemployed, and also in the
of
lem
either
with
side
and
in
the poseucalvptus
ary relief was thought of
less steady employment of those who
sibility of irechristening the present pepper trees. It is an automobile and
formerly had jobs every day the year
United
wagon
constructed
the
road,
But
by
New York as the Manhattan.
New York has both a sentimental and States government and the local pub- - around.
lie. It. lies over mesa and mountain.
At the same time, millions of acres lie
property interest in the old ship, at
is
one
and
fallow
of
and' other millions of acres are
the scenic highways of
least to the extent of a magnificent
silver service. This and other objec- the west. Since the work on the Salt cultivated indifferently for lack of
tions served to prevent the carrying River Valley reclamation project (now men willing to till the soil. There is
nearly completed) was undertaken, danger in such conditions and there is
out of the idea.
that if the many famous men have traversed it to but one solution which lies in the
"It seems
"Back to the
navy is increased in size a new plan view the progress of the big dam. four word admonition:
will have to be decided upon. It is Tonto Lake, which has been formed soil." In Santa Fe today there are a
doubtful that the robbing of the pres- by the dam, already has become a fa- - thousand men without steady employ-niou- s
pleasure resort. The road is nient and a million fallow acres
ent battleships of tiheir names would
meet with approval. The case of the kept oiled, and, by automobile, the round about waiting to be tilled in
New York indicates that. Nor is the journey of sixty miles from Phoenix order to produce crops. Certainly, an
is made within one day."
anomalous condition.
English method likely to meet with
The
favor.
navy department
popular
GRAFT IN ALL TRADES.
it is error to charge that the Re
may eventually have to fall back on
t
There are various ways of giving publican party, as an organization or
the Indian names of many of our lakes
the people a square deal. All cheat- - as individuals, is opposed to the direct
and rivers.
"These names are sonorous and dig- ing and grafting is not done by poli-- ' primary, the initiative, the referen-ticiansCommissioner
nified and above all they are distincof Weights dtun, or any of the many other new
tively American. Many of them are and Measures Clem Driscoll of New features in law making that modern
have
the names of Indian tribes. A tardy York has made the astonishing dis- -' ideas and modern demands
be covery that fraud in weights and brought to the fore. It wants to
but; deserved honor would thus
done a race of warriors who welcomby merchants and (hucksters amine into all of these and retain
the rule rather than the exception. those that are good, but it does not
ed the present possessors of the land
when they believed their intentions Some of the frauds are of the most want to write every new and
s
were honorable and fought with dauntkind, as when a butcher meral idea of legislation into the
his hand on the scales when stitution of t(he new state. The
less courage until they were almost
out meat or selling green publican party in Congress has of
literally wiped off the earth, when
they perceived the fate which had groceries by the pound; or when a late years passed new and radical
milkman measures out the lacteal legislation, such as the railroad act,
been prepared for them."
fluid in a measure that has deep dents for instance, but it did not write it
in it which diminish
the contents, into the constitution.
A PALPABLE MISTAKE.
Republican
The New Mexican regrets that its Other means are more crafty, such legislatures have passed prohibition
friends, the Prohibitionists, have de- as double bottoms in measures, light laws but they did not write them into
cided to inject their special issue into weights or spring scales that are the fundamental law of the state. The
the constitutional campaign. It is a fixed. As Mr. Driscoll savs: "Some time for the consideration of these
e
new ideas is during the first and sub-- j
fatal mistake for Prohibitionists and people even steal from the
widows
and
oak
sequent state legislatures and not at'
orphans.
conCheap
it will imperil statehood and the
stitution. This warning is given in all coffins are marked as the finest in the the sessions of the constitutional
mahogany to convention, when wrangles over fea-- j
seriousness. The enthusiasm and con- land and (furnished as grief-strucwidows too
to tures that have no place in a properly
fidence In results of the temperance weeping
He
drafted fundamental law will result
word."
the
undertaker's
question
advocates Is admirable but they are continued :
how the butcher either in chaos, or in: arousing such
exerted in the wrong direction when throws the "Observe
meat down upon that party strife as to defeat the entire
'the inevitable result will be to hurt scale. The scale index flips
and constitution and with it statehood,
their own cause and at the same time down, and the customer is in aup
One of the hopeful signs is that con-- ,
hurry.
deprive a great people of the privilege The butcher's hand steadies the scale servative Democrats agree with the
of organizing a state. Laws against and it
registers 3 pounds. He could Republicans in this sane attitude,
burglary are wise and necessary but register it at 4 pounds or 2 pounds
no one thinks of writing them into
just as easily. It is merely a trick of , Santa Fe has a plaza, it has smaller
the constitution; regulations for gar- the trade." Or "a woman buys a leg parks, it has many open spaces in and
bage collection in cities are proper but of lamb and the butcher keeps his about the city very accessible to
who would want to write them into a hand on the end of it as he throws it
young and old and yet, Santa Fe has
constitution?
The words "safe and upon the scale. Whenever a butcher no reai
playground. Santa Fe
tin at the customer
sane," can best be defined negatively
may know pects to grow and should make provis-she'- s
when applied to a constitution by the
getting trimmed." The work of lon for playgrounds now. Progressive
The constitution a weights and measures commissioner cities have tnem and
above examples.
should be broad enough to permit the might do good even in New Mexico. cities will have thera later, but the
first legislature to enact laws against
duty of the community to provide
WHERE IDEAS RUN RIOT.
burglary and for the regulation of the
is being
playgrounds for children
A Democratic candidate
for the more and more recognized. The
garbage question as well as for the
regulation or abolition of the saloon, constitutional convention at Roswell grounds in the rear of the Central
but to inject contests overvsuch spec- takes up two and a half columns of High School building should be set
ial laws and regulations into the con- the Roswell Register-Tribun-e
telling aside by the board of education for a
stitutional campaign is to throw the of the things he will write into the school and public playground, open
success of statehood into doubt. The constitution if he is chosen a dele- - to all children the year around and
opponents of all such special legislawith simple apparatus and
tion which will be written into the "preventing special legislation against pipped
ymS-writ- e
even
with
sandheaps for
to
He
wants
constitution, and the advocates of all tuberculosis sufferers."
plant-grap- h
be
should
Trees
in.
to
est
play
into the constitution a paraspecial legislation that is not writit. At present, it is cov
shade
to
ed
prohibiting public drinking
ten into it, will unite and defeat the
wants the 'constitution to erel with weeds, a condition that Is
entire document. It would be against cups. He modern
establish
crematories, an-- neither commendable nor profitable to
human nature for the opposition not
clause to abolish the gallows, the community. Clear out the weeds
to do this, and with all these dis-- ; other
an educational clause for the enfran- - and begin to lay out a model
gruntled elements that political party
of voters, a law making the ground and future generations will
will
finding itself in the minority
maximum punishment eighteen years rise to call the present school author-i- n
join os as to deprive the majority
the penitentiary, a state bank guar- - ities blessed.
party of the credit of having formu- antee law5 and many similar socialis- lated the constitution and controlling tic notions, which indicate how be- Mr. Merchant: Have you noticed
the new state. It is not a question fuddled some brains are as to what that the Plaza Fete was liberally ad-- a
whether prohibition is right or wrong,
constitution should contain. All ills vertised? Did you notice the crowd
but whether this commonwealth shall that the human flesh is heir to, are in the Plaza last
ening? That
a thousand)
disregard the advice of President Taft to be cured by tiie constitution ; every crowd left there

Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.
E. C. ABBOTT

Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.

....
....

Santa Fe,

RENEHAN & DAVIES
Renehan
E. P. Daviei

i

g
3

2

i

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexics

a general banking business in all its branches.
on the most favorable tsrms on ail kinds of

personal and collateral security. Buys and seiis bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to al! parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transsniting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of thee
per cent per ahnuni, on six months' r years' tine. Liberal
advances made on consignments f livestock an d products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to tnem as liberal treatment in ail respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
public is respecfuliy solicited.
.
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PRICHARD
and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
G. W.

Attorney

THE

Attorneys-at-La-

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

the territory.

-

New Mexico

-

EDWARD

WADE

C.

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S
U.

S.

Room for

Com-

mercial Travelers
WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

-- "f"-'

c

Land

Offices.

-

J

Las Cruces

n

-

New Mexico

-

-

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Taos

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME;

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico

Proprietor

self-evide-

W.

Commodious Sample Rocn

A. FLEMING

JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

....

R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyo General's Office
Santa Fe,
New Mexice

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

CREAM
Telephone

con-lay-

&
No

Nnw

MILK

140 Red

Serving

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

IN CONNECTION

FRKSS THK BUTTON WB

IJg ftffi

fresFIgs""

FIRST CLASS CAFE

a Good One,

....

.'

THE RK8T,

DO

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
Rnnripr rpfldv tn ant ann1 vnn will nnt ho
uufpui xvuuj tv uut uuu iuu nm.jJVl llUIC lU
Our increasing patronage is the
wait.
best proof that we merit
yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

I
1

;

j

RATES

Oo.

1

new-mad-

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

BERRIES FOR

j
.

B

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Pe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City io connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
men, Give us a trial If yon want first class service,

j

PRESERVING

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.
8B8ESIS

Do You Want a Crate?

Leave your order with
us this week.

ex-do- es

MYAJO.
The longer you wait, the
more chance you take,
that you will pay more
money, as prices will
soon advance.

'

'

the West

in

Large Sample

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Attorney-at-La-

Surveyor General and

the Best Hotels

One of

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court oi
Las Cruces.

HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

fpH

k

$150,000
80.000

.

2

Attorneys-at-La-

j

T

m

New Mexice

CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaOffice: Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
A. B.

"""ransacts
Loans mone
2

Attorney-at-La-

"

r

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

Santa Fe.

-

-

-

Chas. F. Easley,

y

Brk

OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
Hew Mexico. Established in 1370

w

cou-stitu-

Assistant Cashier.

The First Rational

-

PROFESSIONAL

FRANK MeKAKE,

Vice-Preside-

and BALLETA

WKET
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30-

Strawberries,
Raspberries,
Loganberries,
and Blackberries.
Fresh Vegetables

3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
25c " '
WAR CLUBS

Daily.

H.S.KAUNE
:

& COMPANY
,

PH ONE 26

GHIMAYO

TOMTOMS

30c

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKE1S

65c

"V

"

I5c "V

per pound and up

CANDELARIO The Curio Man.
At the Sign of the Old Cart.

FRIDAY, JULY

22,

PERSONAL

.V?M

11

l

--

.

nffetf

!

r

FT' '(:( Ji--

fif'

.

i

-

-

. .

Icon

mW

BRISTOL
for Trprut.
li

FISHIN'MB. SPORTfMN?

tKo

If you arc

ome

nee
.

Laniv., uiiu u v.
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
ra?ji c
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to

t

1:1

tell you the best bait, the right flies.fand anythir g else
you wish to know.

'

jr

.

i

ARE YOU

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Weber, of Guth- irie. Okla., are sightseers at Gregg's
E. G. Abraham, a traveling man
'
from Colorado Springs,
is at the
Claire.
Walter Coomer has returned here
from school at Joplin, Mo., for the
summer vacation.
Dr. H. L. Post, of Denver, is in the
city for a few days, and is registered
at Gregg's hotel.
Ireneo Chaves, formerly a resident
of this city, has returned from Albu- Iquerfiue and southern Xew Mexico.
Charles W. Fairfield, Frank Cran-da'.- l
and W. O. Conner left today on
a fishing expedition to the Pecos.
Miss Donaldson, a sightseer from
the Duke City, was in the city yester- day and attended the fete in the plaza.
A. S. Smith, J. H. Duffy and H. T.
Curd, are Denver salesmen calling on
the trade and are registered at the
Palace.
"Mrs. Amado Chaves and family-havgone to the upper Pecos for the
summer."
AJbuqueHque
Morning

Sfer

v

"ij

INTION.

B. W. Lockner,
a sightseer from
Kansas, is iu the city.
Mis. C. U Martin, an El Paso tour- ist, is at the Claire.
Geoge Sherrard, a Salt Lake travel- ing man, is at the Palace.
W. S Witt came from Taos yester- day and is visiting friends here.
H. V. Clark, a Kansas City candy
salesman, is calling on the trade.
G. X. Norton, of Farniington, San
Juan county, is a visitor in the city.

;
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COME IN AND GET AC
QUAINTED Writl HIM
IT WILL BE TO; YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is ,Yours

i

No man, however wealthy Ihe be, should be without a READY CASH RESERVE for some quick business stroke which mayjyield him quick for,
.t ,
tune, j , .i4 ,i( . ;i
,r No business is a profitable business from which a man may not draw
''Make OUR Bank' TOUR Bank.
tutom'e money and bank it.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

Our Line

is all new and complete in every

in

our assortment of flies is larger
and more complete, tn&n ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
. ..
than ever before.
d Pt ail

j

j

Notice our.

e

INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS

Journal.

REAL ESTATE
WE HAVE .SOME EXCELLENT BAROAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND f UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

'

Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See

O.

C- -

our attractive list before buying.

WATSON & COMPANY

Miss Tillie Jacobs of Belvidere, 111.,
will arrive tonight to spend two
months with her sister, Miss Elsie
Jacobs.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus MacGillivray
are up from Estancia, visiting Mrs.
MacGillivray's parents, General and
Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
J. H. Hoenig, representative of a
correspondence school, and Division
Superintendent Tucker, also of the
school, are in the city, calling on

students.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

General H. F. Robinson, of Albuquerque, superintendent of irrigation
119 San Francisco St.
Phone. Red Ko. 189
for the Pueblo Indians, New Mexico
and Arizona, is here on business be
fore the supreme court.
The many friends of Brother Diego,
Brother Leonidas and Brother Arthe-mian2
of Las Vegas, were glad to meet
them yesterday in Santa Fe where
they are spending a few days.
ON MAHOGANY & OAK PRINCESS DRESSERS
"C. C. Murray, receiver of the New
Mexico Central, W. S. Hopewell, H. A.
Coomer and other railroad officials
WE (JARRY OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
were here today on an inspection
THE BEST SLEEPING TONIC MADE
trip." Estancia Dail Herald.
Mrs. .1. D. Mulligan and her sister,
Miss Dora Riordan have been called
to Fort Washington, Wisconsin, by
Gents Wardrobes and a full line of Housefurnishing
the death of their brother, Frank Riordan. They will be gone a week or
ten clays.
The Wagner Furniture and Undertaking Establishment.
"Prof, and Mrs. H. A. Owen had as
their guest last week Prof. Owen's sis- ter, Mrs. S. A. Wood. Mrs. Wood is
the wife of the superintendent of
schools in Santa Fe. She left on her
Ornamental Doors.
return trip last Tuesday evening."
"
r
Silver City Independent.
'
J
!
L. C. VanHecke, who returned last
'
evening from Farmington, San Juan
county, says that San Juan county is
a corner of the territory that looks
mighty prosperous. Many new set-tiers are coming in, the orchards will
1
have a heavy crop and land values are
.W T
soaring.
1'
r
Brother James Lawrence, of Gray
r. Mil
county, Oklahoma, is a
aj
'nhi Horse, atOsage
St. Michael's college. For a
guest
number of years Brother James has
l
been in charge of the St. Nicholas institution at Bernalillo and he now is
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
are made to perfection from our On us for information if you are in at the head of an agricultural school
Lumber) because the wood is doubt as to the value of some toilet for Indian boys in the state of
cream, talcum or
perfect in every particular, and soap, complexion
'C. C. Catron, of Santa Fe; R. C.
free from every imperfection of tooth powder or any other toilet ac
Deming, and H. S. Stephen
Ely,
kuots, cracks and warpings. cessory. We'll give it gladly and son, ofof Los
Angeles, are on the Mora
honestly.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
grant
today looking at land. It' is
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
understood Mr. Stephenson is here for
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
it can be absolutely relied upon
the purpose of making extensive pur
and builders, and Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits chases.
by carpenterswide-awaMr. Ely is a prominent lawke
archi- of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should yer of Deming and a candidate for
all sensible,
tects hereabouts particularly form a part of your vacation outfit. To judge of this district." Las Vegas
mention our Lumber in their get the best, get them here.
Optic.
"J. H. Meriwether, territorial good
specifications.
STRIPLING-BORROW- S
& Company.
roads engineer come in this morning
from the country between here and
Where your dollar buys the moat.
Mora for the purpose of getting mail
for himself and other members of
his party. Mr. Meriwether reports
good progress being made on the survey for the new Mora highway. The
route for the road will not be deterEXPERT EMBALMERS and FUNERAL DIRECTORS
mined until after he has finished bis
Satisfaction Guaranteed
survey and made his report." Las
Everything New
on all Work.
Vegas Optic.
ani
"Dr. E. L. Hewett delivered his inService Prompt, Day or Night.
Prices Right.
teresting lecture to an appreciative audience at the Normal school Friday

Isyggg

SPECIAL SALE FOR
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Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take un tlip Isaac. Walton Fever.

,

WEEKS ONLY

'
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Windows

i

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

j

night. The work of the Archaeological
Institute of this country is confined
largely to points in the southwest, in
the state of Utah, territories of New
Mexico and Arizona' and in northern
Honduras, where recent explorations
have added much interesting data con
cerning the lost race of the Mayas and
their holy city, manners and customs.
Dr. Hewett is a learned scholar on the
subject, and his explanations of the
illustrated views of these ancient
ruins proved exceedingly interesting
as well as the views themselves. From
the beginning the lecture proved entertaining and instructive." Silver

Everything in Hardware.
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City Independent.
LEADER OF NEWARK,
OHIO, MOB IS ARRESTED,
He Had Been Hiding With Some Re-

latives at Small Town Near
Bellefountaine.

Bellefountaine, O., July 22. Joseph
Bush, the alleged leader or tne moo
which lvnched Carl Etheringtn at
Newark, Ohio, on July 8, was arrest-- 1
ed at Haruer. last night. He had
been hiding with some relatives.
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SERIOUS MUTINY BREAKS
OUT IN MADRID PRISON.
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Charles W. Dudrow

The Waper Undertaking Establishment.
Up-To-Da-

DAY
Bind

Fighting Lasted Three Hours But
Troops Finally Intimidated the

Convicts.
Madrid, Spain, July 22. A serious
mutiny broke out at the prison here
todav. The fighting lasted three
hours and only ended by the calling in
of troops. The soldiers intimadated
the mutineers by firing in the air.
Notice for Publication

MENS

Isolated Tract

No. 012067.

Public Land Sale.

IF ITS

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 3, 1910
Notice Is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Act of Congress approved June 27,
1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer

at

public sale, to the highest bidder, at
10 o'clock a. m., on the 27th day of
July, at this office, the following
described land:
SE 4 of NE 4 of Sec. 15, T. 16,
N.. R, 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
Any person claiming adversely the
d
land aTe advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
FRED MULLER,
Receiver.

WANT

Workmanship and material the very best
suit with real distinction and style
New (toods, new styles, new prices
Hand taylored, from fittinxand perfect tit
We buy
the largest elothlnpr manufacturers In the U. S.
A

TA ILORED-TO-ORDE-

WE

ARE

R

THE

YOU
LEADERS

The Royal Tailors of Chicago and Neiv York are un approachable,
us show you how we can improve the Jit you have, had,

W. N. TOWNSEND

above-describe-
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CLARENDON
GARDEN
R V.BOYLE
CL&REBDON
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PODLTRI

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGS every day
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We aie Agents

THOSE DARKfPLACES

S?S wih& CaflSlfS Opeifatton

Santa Fe Water

Light Company

Let

& CO.
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24 rlniir Flornr

CLOTHING

READY-TO-WEA-

Prices that mean good values
Styles that are absolutely the
very latest
No sweat shop or shoddy
found here
No left overs from last year
or many years

h
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New Mexico Can Safely Take
U. S. Constitution for a

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
(Read Down)

!
their sovereignty. But it offered no
for
invasion,
security against foreign
Congress could neither prevent nor
conduct a war, nor punish infractions
of treaties or of the law of nations,
nor control particular states from
provoking war. The present, government lias no constitutional power to
check a quarrel between separate
suites; nor suppress rebellion in any
one of them; nor establish a productive impost; nor to counteract the
commercial regulations of other nations; nor to defend itself against the
encroachments of the states. From
the manner in which it has been ratified in many of the states, it cannot
be claimed to be paramount to the
state constitutions; so that there is
a prospect of anarchy from the inAs
herent laxity of the government.
the remedy, the government to be es- -
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From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81 Paso & Southwestern System

East or West

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P. A.

Paso Texas.
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the brilliant Alexander
whose influence in the con-- ;
vention was nullified by the presence
of two commonplace men, who were
sent by New York, and were extreme
Ham-- !
and obstinate
was tus prevented from carrying
the vote of his own state. To Madi-- '
must be given the credit of being
as he has long been called the "Fath-- 1
er of the Constitution."
assembled
Rut nt Inst tho Hples-atpand Washington was chosen for presi- dent. The doors were locked and an
'
injunction of secrecy was put on every
one no one being admited but said
The proceedings would
delegates.
been lost to us, had not Madison
kept a journal of them and it was
not until fifty years thereafter when
the great Madison had passed away
from earth, that they were given to
the public. Thus three months pass
ed and during that time, the wildest
rumors were current. A few hoped
some feared, that some scheme of
But
monarchy would be established.
to the credit of the delegates, no such
scheme was even mooted, although
Hamilton plainly expressed his dis- trust of popular government, and Jef-after the
1 ferson stated twenty years Hamilton
time of the convention, that
was in favor ot a monarenv.
At the very outset
Fiske says:
some of the delegates began to exhibit
symptoms of moral cowardice. It was

might as well go home, for all dis-th- e
cussion would be wasted. They were
not sent to set on foot on revolution,
hut to amend and strengthen the
tides of confederation. Thus early
did the threatened trouble begin, and
for some time disorder prevailed,
"But by the tact of Madison and Gov-an- d
e
erneur Morris this question was
some
for
After
several
poned
days.
animated discussion, the issues
came so narrowed and defined that
they could be taken up one by one.
It was first decided that the national
should consist of two
legislature
branches. Then came a warm discus-ilto- n
sion as to whether the members of
the lower house should be elected n
rectly by the people."
"Strange as it may seem this was
bitterly opposed and such men as

j
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Editor ot Xew Mexican:
Such in
the Republican
principle."
Having in a former paper given ist mai1 outlines was the plan which
your readers some idea of conditions Randolph laid before the convention,
immediately preceding the meeting of in the name of the Virginia delegates,
An audacious
exclaimed
scheme!
the convention that framed the fed- eral constitution, I now resume the some of the delegates; it was enough
subject and briefly, too briefly, sketch tl take your breath away. If they
the proceedings. John Adams and were going to begin like this, they

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry, train No.l24 arriving In Dawson, N, M ai 6:15 p. m,
Connects with E. P. AS, V. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a.m.
SStatte for Van Houten NT, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow :
CAS. Passenger
.SOUTH ROUND
Thomas Jefferson were in Europe and
NORTH BOUN 1):
No. 8. 10.44 a. m.
4.48
a.
m.
No. 1,
convention was thus deprived of
No, 2. 1111 p, m.
No. 7.6 49 p.m.
at Raton and Preston with C, & S. Ry. at
Samuel
their
valuable assistance.
Track connection with A. T. A. S. V. Ry.
Des Moines K. P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N .VI, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Adams, Patrick Henry and Richard
is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Rayado
Cimarron, N. M.N.which
M
and Red Lakes,
Lee, were so bitterly opposed
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
to the convention that they remained
Baldy Black Dakes, Cerro. Klizabethwvn. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining,
at home, refusing to have anything to
Dally. fKlaw. t Daily except Sunday
do with it, but Washington, Franklin
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E. J. DEDMAN,
Madison stood for supreme intel- G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent,
and consumate tact. I must
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.

The Best Route
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the Pickneys, but happily, the sounder
opinion prevailed. "It is essential to
the Democratic rights of the commun- ity," said Hamilton, "that the first
branch he directly elected by the
pde." Madison argued powerfully on
the same side, and the question was

;

peo-hav-

;
;

j

j

j

e

finally decided in favor of popular
election. "Then the great question
came up which nearly wrecked the
convention before it was settled. This
was the question as to how the states
should be represented in the new Con-an- d
gress. On the Virginia plan, the
smaller states would be virtually
swamped. Unless they could have
equal votes, without regard to pop
ulation, they would be at the mercy
0f the great states. Again the debate
became angry and disorder prevailed,
Mr. Brearly exclaimed: "According to
the Virginia plan the three states of
Virginia, Massachusetts and Pennsvl- Vania will carry all before them. Was
it fair on the other hand that Georgia
si10uid have an equal vote with
ginia? He would not sav it was.
Wnat remejy then? One only; that a
o tne united States be spread
out( that all the existing boundaries
be erasedi and that a new Dartition of
the whole be made into thirteen equal
parts." "Yes," said Patterson, "a con-- i
federacy supposes sovereignty in the
members composing it, and that sup-- i
r,
poses equality. If we are to be

suggested that palliatives and half
would be far more likely to
find favor with the people than any
thorough-goinretorm, wnen vasn-,maington suddenly interposed with a
brief but immortal speech, which
should be blazoned in letters of gold
and posted on the walls or every
American assembly that shall meet to
'
nominate a candidate or declare a pol- Rising from his president's
icy.
his tall figure, drawn up to its sidered as a nation, all state distinc-ful- l
height, he exclaimed in tones un- tions must De abolished, the whole
with
solemn
suppressed must he thrown Into hotchpot, and
wontedly
emotion:
'It is too -- robable that no WQen an equal division is made then
plan we propose will be adopted. Per- there may be fairly an equality of
another dreadful conflict is to resentation." This argument was e
sustained. If, to please the people, peated with a triumphant air, as seem-- '
we offer what we ourselves disap- - jng to reduce the Virginia plan to ab-- i
prove, how can we afterward defend surdity.
our work? Let us raise a standard to
The situation had become danger- which the wise and the honest can re- - ous The convention was on the verse
pair; the event is in the hand of 0f dissolution, scarce held together by
God.'"
the strength of a hair. When things
Oh, thank God for Washington. were looking dorkest, Oliver
noble, courageous appeal at once worth and Roger Sherman suggested
steadied the delegates, and as Fiske a compromise. "Yes," said Franklin,
exclaims: "It was a most wholesome when a joiner wishes to fit two
tonic. It braced the convention to DOar(is, he sometimes pares off a bit
high resolves, and impressed on all from both." The famous Connecticut
that they were in a situation where compromise led the way to the
or trifling was hoth wicked rangement which
was
ultimately
e
From that moment adopted, according to which the
and dangerous.
mood in which they worked tional principle was to prevail in the
caught something from the glorious House of Representatives, and the
There was eral principle in the Senate. But it
of Washington.
need of such high purpose, for two was angrily opposed and when the
plans were presently laid before the qUestion as to allowing equality of
meeting, which, for a moment, brought SUffrage to the states in the Senate
out one of the chief elements of an- - wag put t0 vote, the result was a tie.
tagonism existing between the states, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey
and which at first seemed irreconcil- - Deiaware and Maryland voted in the
able. It was the happy compromise affirmative; Massachusetts, Pennsyl-whicunitel and harmonized these vaniai Virginia, North Carolina and
two plans that moulded the further gouth Carolina voted in the negative;
work of the convention and made it tne vote of Georgia was divided and
possible for a stable and powerful gov- losti Tne matter was then referred to
ernment to be constructed.
a committee as impartially constituted
The first of these plans was known as possible and after a recess of three
as the Virginia plan. It was agreed days the committee reported in favor
upon in a committee of the delegates or- the compromise.
of that state, and was brought for- Fresa objections on the part of the
ward by Edmund Randolph, governor jarge states were now offered, and
of Virginia, but its chief author was gi0om again hung over the convention.
Madison. It struck instantly at the Gerry said that, while he did not fully
root of the difficulties under which the approve of the compromise, he had
,
country had been staggering ever
since the Declaration of Independence.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
In his speech supporting the plan,
Randolph said: "The confederacy,
was made in the infancy of the '
COOL-KE- EP
science of constitutions, when the in-j
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LIVERY ST ABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don Gaspar Avenue
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Why
shouldn't it be best?
Thie quality hasn't
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sagged, so the demand
has never lagged. Buy
one and see a nickel grow
important.
'Now made in two shapes.
The Perl ecto you know
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The Corona is new."
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SCHLOSS, DISTRIBUTORS,

MOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.
H. Pope, Roswell;
William
Judge
George Sherrard, Salt ake City; Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Martin, Aztec; G. N.
Norton, Farmington; Judge and Mrs.
W. C. Mechem, Socorro; F. L.
Alamosa; A. S. Smith, J. H.
B. W.
Duffy, H. C. Curd, Denver;
Lockner Parsons, Kan.
Claire.
E. G. Abraham, Colorado Springs;
Mis3 Donaldson, Albuquerque;
J. D.
Beck, Little River; Mrs. C. L. Martin,
El Paso; H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
Gregg's.
Bill Carrigan, Boston; Mr. and Mrs.
A. MacGillivray, Estancia; J. A. Michaels, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Weber, Guthrie, Okla.; W. A. Triphag-an- ,
San Francisco; H. V. Clark, Kansas City; Dr. H. L. Post, Denver; J.
D. Lloyd, Denver; J. L. Chaves, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
R. E. Jennings, Kingfisher, Okla..
A. Witika, Guard, 111.; John Howard,
Buckman; W. S. Witt, Taos; R, R.
Rose, Albuquerque; S. H. Davis, Arroyo Hondo

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
From the New Mexican of this date
1890.

Santa Fe has resources which, if
properly advertised, will bring hundreds here to locate. Fruit growing
and truck gardening are not among
the least of these.
Census Returns.
Thus far one shipment of census returns has been sent to Washington.
A Great Catch.
At Judge T. J. Clark's the hail cut
the corn leaves into shreds and played
havoc generally with the garden. As
an offset to the loss, however, an immense crop of fish was gathered, they
having been driven out of the river
into the ditches and thence into the
fields where they were found floundering. Some were over two feet in

i

Summer Resorts
YOU KNOW That Ojo Caliente Waters ARE BEST;
It is just the time to take a little vacation. Why not go
up there while it is cool? REMEMBER "What cures

For rates, address. Manager.
OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS, New Mexico.
will prevent"

!
I

1

was un
.efficiency of requisitions
known; when no commercial discord
had arisen among the states; when no
rebellion like that in Massachusetts
had broken out; when foreign debts
were not urgent, when the havoc of
paper money had not been foreseen;
when treaties had not been violated;
and when nothing better could have
been conceded by states jealous of
!
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When tired, warm or run down, shake
a little BATHASWEET in the tub when '
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bathing. BATHASWEET kof tens and perfumes the water instantly, zsthsimscentcan.
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TRIAL
::

NEW YORK

DENVER, COLORADO,

length and all in the vicinity supplied
themselves with plenty to eat and to
salt down. Silver City Sentinel.
Wyoming Rejoices.
The people of Wyoming will celebrate on the 25th inst, at Cheyenne.
They will rejoice at the admission
of Wyoming as a state into the Union,
Within the past six weeks the new
state has received a good deal of im-- j
migration, has had quite an influx of
j capital,
and all kinds of property has
advanced in value, especilly real estate which in some places has doubled
in value. Let them rejoice; they have
good cause for rejoicing.
If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

CHEAP

ROUND

TRIP

RATES
TO ALL POINTS VIA

Sew Mexico Central
Effective June 2nd, 1910
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
ASBURY PARK
$73.70
BOSTON
$77.95

CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK

$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35
$44.35
$75.15

12 Hour

DAYLIGHT TRAINS
BETWEEN

Santa Fe

&

El Paso

Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
a. m. Daily.
For information regarding
freight
and passenger rates etc. call

at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

L H. GIBSON,
City Frt. & Pass. A?t.
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nevertheless supported it, because he
felt sure that if nothing were done
war and confusion must ensue, the old
confederation
being virtually at an
end. But new trouble now arose, on
the very day that the compromise was
favorably reported Yates and Lansing
from New York, and Luther Martin
fiom Maryland left the convention,
the latter vowing that he would havei
no more to do with such
high-hande-

I WliPn the

TUMOR OF

(Continued From Page Six.)
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Removed by Lydia E. Pink
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proceedings.
But now arose a question that for
a time seemd mote threatening than
either of the former ones. "Many
people of New England feared that
their children would be drawn westward in such numbers as to create immense states beyond the Ohio, and
thus it was foreseen that the relative
political weight of New England in the
future would be diminished. King
and Gerry introduced a most illiberal
and mischievous motion, that the total number of representatives from
new states must never be allowed to
exceed the total number from the
original thirteen." Fortunately this
ridiculous idea was promptly defeated,
and then came the question of slavery,
and it was finally decided "that In
dicounting population, whether for
rect taxation or for representation in
the lower house, five slaves should be
reckoned as three individuals."
But I find I am intruding too much
on your limited space, and hence must
hasten to a close. Suffice it to say,
that the offices of president,

ham'sVegetable Compound

llolly Springs. Miss. " Words are
inadequate for me to express what
yourwoiiaeriul medicines have done for
me. The doctors said
1 had a tumor, and I
had an operation,
but was soon as bad
againasever.I wrote
toyouforadvice.and
began to take Lydia
E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound
as you told me to
1 am glad to
do.
say

that now I look

and feel so well that my friends keep
asking me what lias helped me so
much, and I gladly recommend your
Vegetable Compound." JIhs.Willie
Ekwakds, I folly Springs, Miss.
One of the greatest triumphs of
Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound is the conquering of woman's
tumor. If you have
dread enemy
mysterious pains, inflammation, ulceration or displacement, don't wait for
time to confirm your fears and go
through the horrors of a hospital operation, but try Lydia E. Pitikhani's Vegetable compound at once.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkliam's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs. has been thestandard remedy
for female ills, and such unquestion-- j
able testimony as the above proves the
value of this famous remedy, andj
should give everyone confidence.
If you would like special advice
"ibout your case write a confident- -

and the federal judiciary
were created, and then the great instrument was ready for the signatures
of the delegates, all but three of whom
placed their names to it. "Finally, it
was decided that the federal constitu-

tion as now completed should be preCongress
sented to the Continental
.al letter to Mrs. I'iukhain, at;
and then referred to special conven;nn, Mass. Her advice is free,
for
states
ratification;
tions in all the
always helpful.
s
and that when nine states, or
of the whole number should the Mimbres Hot Springs.
Mrs. W. H. McDonald is very ill at
have ratified, it should at once go into
operation as between such ratifying months, has gone to Antlers, Okla.,
to engage in business.
states."
On the 20th of September, the draft
of the constitution was laid before
Congress, accompanied by a letter
from Washington, and after eight days
MONEY AND METALS.
of discussion, it was voted that it toNew York, July 22. Call money 2
gether with said letter be transmitted 2
Mexican
prime paper 5
to the several legislatures to be by
Atch. 97
them submitted to a convention of del- dollars 44; Amal. CO
N. Y. C. Ill
S.
Reading 138
egates in each state by the people
U. P. 158
Steel 67
thereof, in conformity to the resolves P. 110
thereof.' Then campaigns, for sever-a- l pfd. 114
New York, July 22. Lead quiet 445,
months raged through the country
dull, standard spot, and Sepcopper
violence
in
open
that almost resulted
541-2- .
and it was not until November 21st, tember 11.6012.25; Silver
LARD
AND
GRAIN,
RIBS.
PORK,
1789, after Washington's government
Chicago, II., July 22 Wheat Sept.
had been several months in operation,
105
Dec. 108l-8- .
that North Carolina ratified the conCorn Sept. 62
Dec. 59
stitution i and naughty JittleRhody
1790?'
until!
did not ratify
May 29th,
Oats Sept. 39
Dec. 40
But at last (thank God) the long
Pork
$21.75.
Sept.
favorour
highly
agony was over, and
Lard Sepjt, $11.80; Oct. $11.67
ed country started out on its magniRibe
Oct.
Sept. $11.6576
and
ficent career of liberty, prosperity
civilization the like of which the $11.12
WOOL MARKET.
world never saw and never will see
St. Louis, Mo., July 22. Wool, unconstituof
that
Fathers
The
again.
tion blazed the way for us, and all we changed; Territory and western medifine mediums, 16
have to do in framing our constitution ums, 1822
17;
fine,
1314.
falteris to follow that way, without
LIVESTOCK.
ing, without wavering, or going after
Chicago, Jxily 22. Cattle Receipts
false political gods and all will be well
Market steady. Beeves $5
3,500.
for us, and the next glorious Fourth
6.40; Texas steers $3.C05.70; westwill see the bright star of New Mexico ern steers
stackers and
$5(&6.8();
glitering in the brilliant American feeders $4.156.40; cows and heifers
constellation. God bless it!
$2.6o6.65; calves $6.758.75.
A. L. MORRISON.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 12,000.
ten higher. Light $8.709.10; mixed
LUNA COUNTY GOES IN
$8.308.95; heavy $8(aS.75; rough
FOR GOOD ROADS BUILDING. $8(8.20; good to choice heavy $8.20
bulk $8.40
S.75; pigs $8.75119.10;
Commissioners Hold Special Meeting S.65.
Market
to Appropriate $1,500 for That
Sheep
Receipts 12,000.
Native $2.60(ft 4.25; western
strong.
Purpose Raising Sugar Cane.
two-third-
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meetDeming, N. M., July 22. At a
this
commissioners
county
of
the
ing
afternoon $1,500 was appropriated towards building the road out of Demon to
ing north across the bridge and
Mimthe
up
which
goes
road
the hard
importIs
of great
bres. This road,
ance to Deming, and the county has
the promise of assistance of the territorial good roads commission in building this road with the further funds
that are available, a good turnpike
road will be built clear across the
sands of the Mimbres.
W. J. Wamel has one hundred and
acres of cane on his
seventy-fiv- e
farm west of Deming. This with other
acreage under the Wamel ditch aggregates several hundred acres in that
locality which is watered by the flood
waters of the Mimbres river.
Otto Haan, auditor for the Harvey
house stands was In Deming yesterday checking up the stand at this
place.
Miss Maude Myers from Rincon, is
visiting friends in Deming.
Mr. Joliff and wife who bought land
here some time ago arrived yesterday.
Mr. Joliff intends to begin at once the
work of developing his farm.
Mr. Webb and wife from Canyon,
Colo., are in the valley prospecting.
Ed Kimmick is in town today with
a load of fruit from hia orchards up
the Mimbres.
town today on
Judge Sim Ehy is in
business.
Mrs. J. A. Ehrmann has been in
her
Kansas City for some time with hoswho is in the
Gracie,
daughter,
two oppital there. After undergoing
much
improvis
very
Gracie
erations
will return
ed, and Mrs. Ehrmann
with her shortly.
A J Watson, who has been in the
for several
employ of G. M. Sadler
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The "Princess" breathed a sigh of
relief. Their escape had been nothing short of miraculous, for the exquisite car was crippled hopelessly. The
half hour that had elapsed since the
accident had been an interval of
palpitant excitement; but now the tension of the girl's nerves was relaxing,
and some of the banished color had
flowed back to her cheeks. She began
to pace up and down in the twilight,
her unfai'ing poise adjusting Itself
readily to the exigencies of the situation.
Many minutes passed an hour.
Darkness descended, and a disagreeable chill crept into the ail
The "Princess" shivered, covering
her face involuntarily with her trembling hands as she battled intrepidly
for
Then she commenced
to wnlk tip and down faster than ever,
pausing every little while to strain her
eyes through the dense fog.
Sudden the indistinct blur of a far-ofbut unmistakable, sound broke the
silence; a moment more, and the
musical hum of rubber-tirewheels
echoed from the high clay roafl to the
left. The "Princess" halted and stood
alert, her handkerchief poised in midair to signal the advancing car. In a
second, the machine slid to a panting
standstill, and the chauffeur jumped
out.
"Dear me, Henry, I thought you
would never Oh!" The girl's hand
dropped swiftly to her side; she started back as the light from the machine flashed squarely into the man's
face. "You:" she cried, with a breathless heart-beat- .
"Barbara!" The stranger looked at
her for the first time, and there was
radiant recognition in his eyes. Then
recollection, coming upon its heels, he
calmed himself and said: "So it Is
you."
"Yes, Jack; it Is I."
The "Princess' spoke lightly enough,
though, under cover of the dark, the
blood was rushing into her cheeks.
"A decidedly unexpected meeting."
the other remarked in a tone that instantly betrayed the effort to be casual,
"when we thought we never would
lay eyes on each other again," he
could not help adding.
The "Princess" spoke lightly enough,
in a bewildered way, tier eyes teeming with unspoken questions. "I certainly never expected to see you here,"
she answered, after an indescribable
pause. "Oh, Jack, Jack, Jack!" she
broke out, wretchedly, "why did you
do it? Why did you come after all?"
She turned from him with a despairing
gesture and sobbed in her hands.
He looked at her uneoraprehending-lfor a moment, holding himself in by
When he had
e powerful effort.
he
controlled
himself sufficiently,
said: "I did not dream that I should
ever see you again, Princess."
After a little, the girl turned toward him slowly, her red lips com"Of course," she replied,
pressed.
with a little wounded catch in her
voice, "I I am very silly, Jack.
Please don't pay any attention to what
I have said."
The other bowed In silence and presently he said: '"It is growing late,
'Princess;' I am afraid you have met
Your
with something of a mishap.
f,

d

y

'My brother was with me; our esyou can judge
cape was Providential
over
by the appearance of the car
there. He left me almost two hours
8go to go In search of assistance, and
I very much fear that he has lost his
way."
"Then you'd better let me take you
on, as his return is very indefinite.
We are fully 20 miles from civiliza$2.504.25;
yearlings
$4.105.50; tion, and "
lambs native $4.50 7.40;
western
The "Princess" interrupted him with
$4.507.50.
a little startled exclamation. "But
Kansas City, Mo., July 22. Receipts but I couldn't leave like this! He
Cattle, 3000, including 1600 south- wouldn't know understand. I think
erns; market, steady. Native steers perhaps I'd better wait, besides, sup$4.758.00; southern steers $3.75
pose something should have happened
5.50; southern cows $2.754.25; na"No danger of that, and no danger
tive cows and heifers $2.506.75;
stackers and feders $3.005.75; hulls of his returning before morning, if I'm
$3.004.60; calves $4.508.50; west- not a very poor guesser. He's safe
ern steers $4.507.25; western cows enough in this part of the country, but
he'll find it hard work getting help.
$2.756.25.
Hogs
Receipts, 4,000; market, 5 The only thing to do is ta go on, and
and 10 cents higher. Bulk of sales send back here to meet him. We can
$8.508.80; heavy $8.408.50; pack- leave a message with the automobile."
The "Princess" darted a curious
ers butchers $8.608.85; light $8.65
glance into the man's face. "How' do
8.90.
so much about the country
Receipts, 5,000; market you know
Sheep
lambs here?" she asked pointedly. "A year
strong. Muttons $3.504.25;
had not been out of America
$6.50 7.40; fed wethers and yearlings ago you
for 20 years."
western
ewes
fed
$3.25
$3.505.00;
"It doesn't take the tenth part of
4.00.
that time to become familiar with the
world In which one lives the particular world," he answered quietly.
"In which one lives!" The "Princess" spoke sharply, her hand going
Involuntarily to her side to still a
"I I don't underWeak Kidneys, gnrely point to weak kldner sudden heart-beaNerves. Ths Kidneys, like the .Heart, and the
on wonderingly.
she
went
stand,"
Btomach, find their weakness, not In the organ
Itself, but in the nerves that control and guide "Why are you here?"
and strengthen them. Dr. Snoop's Restorative U
"At present," he said quietly, "as
medicine specifically prepared to reach these
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone. chauffeur to the duke of Reverly."
Is futile. It U a waste of time, and of money at
The "Princess" turned white. "The
well.
If year back aches or is weak. If the urine duke of Reverly!" she gasped, putting
is
and
or
if
dark
calds,
strong, you have symptoms
of Brights or other distressing or dangerous kid- out one hand in a blind fashion, as if
ney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month-Tab- lets to steady herself against something.
or Liquid and see what it can and will
The chauffeur gave no sign of havdo for you. Druggist recommend and tell
ing noticed her excitement, and she
and
collected, herself Immediately
looked him earnestly In the eyes. "I
want you te tell me the truth, Jack,"
she pleaded. "Did you follow me
to England, for the purpose of finding out who I
"Follow you! Oh, hardly. Not after
that last night when you made me
know when I made myself know-t- hat
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
just an ordinary man must never

to"

Weak Kidneys

t.

Br. Shoop's

IHlostorofiiuo
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2are lift his eyes to to a
princees."
Jie spoke passionately, with a keen
touch of bitterness. "Circumstances
over which I have not the
slightest
control are responsible for my prestige here," he said more calmly.
For several minutes, silence held,
th'-iboth. The "Princess" was the
first to break it.
"Jack," she began,
a trifle uneasily, "there is something I
must ask you something want you
to do, .something you must do. Prom-- I
Ise me." The glance she lifted to him
was full of anxiety, almost alarm.
The face of the man flamed a dull
but he disciplined his voice as he
said: "I will do anything in the world
for you you know that."
"Then leave the duke of Reverly,"
Ehe besought him, "at once."
"And may I ask you one question.
Princess, in return?"
She nodded.
"Why do you wish me to do this?"
The girl was silent for the half of a
minute.
Her face crimsoned slowly; then paled.
"Because," she answered, choking down a sob, "in three
months' time it is decreed that I become his wife."
The chauffeur regarded her mechanically for a few seconds. "Do you love
him, Barbara," he asked
abruptly,
"tills gentleman?"
The "Princess" laughed in a grating
little fashion that did not in the least
belong to her.
"I've just a bit of a right to the
question, haven't I. Princess, at the
last?"
"Love him!" she cried, "why why
I've never even looked upon him!"
"And yet he is willing to accept you
under those conditions."
"Oh, it is ali arranged for us. Our
forefathers were kind enough to put
themselves to that trouble. Over here,
we mortals are spared the necessity
of attending to our own love affairs."
The man was grave for a moment.
Presently he said: "I happen to know
the duke very well indeed, as a man,
and I do not believe he would let you
marry him without the one great essential. Right now. he is oa his way
to Lorrimer house to "
"I know," she cut in sharply, "but
it is no use. I shall never marry him
If that is how he feels, for I shall lack
the 'one essential' for all time."
"The duke Is different, from lots of
men of his class, Barbara.
As late
as six months ago, he never dreamed
that fate would conspire to place a
coronet on his head; and therefore,
he has been little spoiled by pride of
position."
The "Princess" looked up quickly.
His is an old
"I don't understand.
family, with a famous pedigree "
"There is quite an interesting bit
of romance connected with the new
duke's inheritance of the title. It
came to light only recently that Robert, fourth duke of Reverly, had secretly married a beautiful American
girl, concealing his identity even from
her during the short time she lived
18 months. He returned to New York
from a visit home, to find his wife
buried and the child vanished. It took
exactly 30 years to find the missing
beir "
The
"Princess"
deeply.
sighed
"Nothing can matter now," she Interposed, drearily. "Ah, it was a hapless
day that inspired my adventuresome
visit to America! If only I had been
the simple little girl you first thought
"
me, instead instead
"Instead of a princess," he supple
mented wistfully.
"Not exactly a princess," she smiled,
"although you would have It so. But
" She paused, at a sudden loss for
words.
The chauffeur waited a second, then
pulled out his watch and studied its
face intently. "It is late, Princess. We
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Secretary.

WANTED Position of any kind.
Santa Fe Chapter No. L Ad.lress Wm. Titter, care Capital
R. A. M.
Regular con- Rooming House, Montezuma avenue.
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better start!"

FOR SALE Planing mill complete.
Reason for selling, old age and poor
health. Apply P. Hesch.

R. McCORD,
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The girl hesitated a little, then
without a word, she moved toward the
big scarlet car that belonged to the
duke of Reverly. Somehow, her foot
caught in a tangled bit of grass and
Bhe tripped. The chauffeur caught her
In his arms. For a moment he held
her close, so close that he could feel
heart
the quick throbbing of her
against his own; the tremulous rush
of her warm breath against his cheek.
The touch of her, helpless in his em
brace, thrilled intoxicated him, swept
away the last vestige of
and he covered her eyes, her hair, ner
lips, with kisses. "In spite of all, you
do care, you do!" he cried fiercely, as
she struggled an instant, then yielded
herself to his caresees.
The Princess" opened her eyes at
last and met the man's own. "I care
so much," she whispered, "that I shall
never, never marry the duke of Reverly."
The chauffeur released her reluctantly, and for a moment held her from
him with his eyes buried in hers. "It
will mean the giving up of a coronet.
Princess. Remember the risk you are
running when you choose me; obscur"
ity and checkered life
A row of soft, pink finger-tip- s
stopped the words on his lips.
she
"A coronet for a crown,"
breathed. "Jack! What is there for a
woman to risk whun she becomes the
wife of her king?"
The chauffeur bent and touched her
forehead reverently with his lips. Afterward, he drew from his pocket a
card and scribbled a few hasty lines
across the back of It. This he fastened to the forward cushion of the
wrecked auto, and assisted the "Princess" Into the duke's car.
Several hours later, when the exasperated Lord Henry returned from
his fruitless quest, he chanced upon
the following:
"Dear Boy:
"I picked your sister up safe and
Bound. We are on our way to Lorrimer house. Will send the car back at
once.
REVERLY."
"In haste,

first Monday of eacl
nionth a Masonic ha.
at 7.30
m.
H- - H- DORMAN,
Acting Master

ular
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FOR RENT Three rooms furnished for housekeeping. Inquire 406 San

1, A.

ARTHUR

vocation second Monday of
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thf
each month at Masonic
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, H. P. Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandei
No.
Regular conclave
fourth
Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
1, K. T.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Uth degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeti
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

Secretary.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED

Ex-

perience unnecessary. Sel'. our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland,

O.

It Is an admitted taci that real estate, financial men and merchants all
6ay that quickest and bst results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

B. P. O. E.
Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.

Santa
sold at Public Auction July 2S. Ifllft,
E, To be in.,
nt .the Federal Building, in this
holds its regular session on the sec- at 11 a tin'it y.
following article);: eight water
ond and fourth Wednesday of each pitchers, fourteen water Ik, wis. seven slop
month. Visiting brothers are invited jars and fourteen wnsiistamls. 11. P. KAKIi-SIIACustodian.
and welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler Notice of Itestorntion of Public Lands to
Settlement and entry. Department of the
Secretary.
Interior, (ieneral Land otliee, Washington.
.'.. May 'II, 1910. Notice In hereby iriven
th At t he public limits in the following (desKnights of Pythias.
areas which were excluded from the
cribed
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights oT Pvos National
Forest. New Mexico, by proPythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d clamation of the President dated April 20.
1910. if not otherw ise withdraw n, reserved,
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In 1 or appropriated, will by authority of the
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit Secretary of the Interior be restored to the
public domain on August 15, 1910, and beIng Knight's invited to attend.
come subject to settlement on and after that
AUGUST REINGARDT C. C.
selection undate, but not to entry, filingor
til on and after September 14 1910, under the
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S
usual restrict ions, at the Tutted States Land
Oitlceat Santa Fe, New Mexico: In T Ik.
R. 9. that part of Sees. 1, 12. 13 and 24 Kaot
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
of Grant, and that part 0 the N. K. V Sec. 25
North and Fast of Grants; In T. 18, R. in.
Sees. 5 to 8. inclusive. Sees. 17, 18. and that
Connection made with Automobile part of 19, 20 and 30 North of Grant ; in T. 19.
K 10. Sees. 4 5.
that part of 6 and 7 not
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. in Grant Sees. 8and
and 9; that put of the West
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros half of T 20, R. 10 not In22. Grants; the West
half of T.21, R. 10; in T.
R.10,
part of
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros Sees. 31, 32 and S3 South of Grant:that
all North
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves and Fast, IsNew Mexico Principal Meridian.
Warning hereby expressly (riven that no
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. person
will be permitted to gain orexercise
right whatever under any settlement
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 n. m. The any
or occupation begun after April 20, 1910. and
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance prior to August 15. 1910. and all such settleor occupation is hereby forbidden. S.
Is $o.80 and between Torrance and ment
V Proudfit. Assistant Commissioner of the
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- General and otllce. Approved May27,1910:
F RANK PI K KCK, First Assistant Secretary
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
of the Interior.
-

THE NEAL IS THE ONLY CURE
For the Drink JHabit
An internal treatment, no hypodermic injections with a bond
c n tract to cure you, perfectly in Three Days. The Neal
Institute provides the comforts ofta refined home
for all patients. The treatment is sent to
the home of those unable to go to

atd

the Institute.

THE NEAL INSTITUTE
Albuquerque, New Mexico
The Neal Institute, located at 512 North Second street, Albuquerque, N.
one of the forty-on- e
Neal Institues established, in operation and opening in all of the large cities and centers of the United States, through the
philanthropic efforts of Hon. J. E. Bruce, the well known banker and public
official of Iowa. At the institute in this city several of our fellow citizens
have been cured of the awful curse of the drink habit and the Institute
and the cure have been and are most strongly endorsed by each and every
prominent public official, member of tne clergy and other business and professional men who have investigated. The very strongest proof, however,
of the merits of the cure, is found in the fact that the treatment is absolutely free, unless the patient and all of his friends with him are entirely
satified at the end of the third days' treatment.
Prompt references to
bankers and Others- in citv and BtatA anrl
full infnrmatlnni, uill
...
UI niQllbU
..ill Kyj . (i.ii;.lirl
j
to the Institute or in person, by letter, wire,
free to any one on application
ur uinct wisCt
Write for copy of contract. Address the Neal Institute, 512 North Second street, Phone 321. Edward Seydel, Mgr.
M.( is

-

THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR
AND

RESOURCES EXPOSITION.

ALBUQUERQUE
OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL

First Annual
DOG

SHOW

RED UCED RA TES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary for premiunOlstsllorSother Information
JOHN B. McMANUS
President.
Secretary.

J.B.O'RIELLY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
WATERMELONS. STRAWBERRIES. CAN.
OF FRESH
ALL KINDS
TALOUPES,
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc etc.
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
TRY OUR LEMON PIES.

Ns.

i

F. ANDREWS

the Otero, Rosina Bergere, Jane Abbott
fair venders or their girl friends. and May Martinez.
Now and then a man would be seen
Country Store Mrs. Palen, Mrs.
with a balloon floating from his hat.
Baca, Mrs. Wrinter, Mrs. Chapman, asIt was easy however, to get rid of the sisted
balloons for the youngsters going Garcia. by Lolita Chapman and Pauline
round in baby carriages cried for
Japanese Garden Mrs. James Selig-mathem.
Mrs. Rolls, Mrs. Fiske, Mrs. AbToday one looks at the park and bott, Miss C. Manderfield, assisted by
sees few if any traces of its former Mrs. Bergere, and Mrs. Small.
glory. But one still has a rememMrs. Arthur Seligman, Mrs.
brance of the last glance at the car- A. Supper
B. Renehan,
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa,
nival taken before retiring just one
Mrs. Wittman, Mrs. Garrett, Mrs.
final look before feeling for that
McFie, Mrs. Hogle, Mrs. Woodruff,
latch key and starting homeward
Mrs. Cartwright, Mrs. Shearon, Mrs.
thermometer registered the highest and the memory is a happy one.
Sparks, Mrs. Hurt, Miss Manderfield.
minimum temperature of the year
The Committees.
Ice Cream and Cake Mrs. Haynes,
last night."
The following are the names of the Mrs. Spitz, Mrs. Kaune, Mrs. Walker,
is
A Lurid Sky Santa Fe which
on committees and their assist- Mrs. Crichton, Mrs. Warner, Mrs.
noted for its glorious skies and sunset. ladies
ants:
Schumann, Mrs. Gable, assisted by
panoramas, last evening witnessed aj
Mrs.
Bardslhar, Mrs. Harry Hanna,
on
Commute
Mrs.
Attractions
eastern
in
the
sky
gorgeous spectacle
as the sun was setting and about the Rapp, Mrs. Walter and Miss Massie, Mrs. Newhall, Mrs. Curns, Mrs. Doll,
time that a terrible cloudburst devas-tate- assisted by Mrs. Sloan, Mrs. Wrilson, Mrs. King, Mrs. Vlckroy, Mrs. Rising,
miles Mrs. Ward, Mrs. Prince, Mrs. Asplund, Mrs. Roy Crichton, the Misses Kaune,
Ponil Park, a hundred
noth of Santa Fe. The reflection from and Mrs. Hardinge; Misses Girygla, Gutterman, Harvey, Hayward, and
Crandall, Weltmer, Miss Wientge.
the sunset painted the heavy and Bean, Hoskins,
Mrs. Harroun, Mrs.
dark clouds toward the north and east Cheshire, McFie, Amelia McFie, Spitz,
Rummage
a lurid red and it seemed as if col- Florence Spitz, Alonso, May Bergere, Chapman, Mrs. Hanna, Mrs. Harvey.
Marmon,
Home Made Candy Mrs. Fischer,
Foree, Jaffa,
umns of flame were shooting up from Candelario,
Mrs.
the high peaks. Over it all was span- Ethel Church, Bishop, Flo Moore, Mrs. Nuding, Miss Simmons,
ned a brilliant rainbow while at the Anita Baca, Ramona Baca, Mary Gorm-ley- , Davies, assisted by Miss Claribel
Gildersleeve, Helen Rapp, Inez Fischer and Miss Sparks.
same time heavy drops of rain were
falling in Santa Fe for a few minutes.
It was a spectacle not so easily for-

(Continued From Page Two.)

Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular
price, McConvery. 415 Palace Ave.
Caesar in Egypt can be seen in Santa Fe tonight at the Elks. One of
Fathe's colored films.
Child Dies of Hiccoughs Viola May
Garten, the small daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J .B. Garten, died at Raton of
the hiccoughs.
Raton Had Three Inches of Rain
According to the Raton Range, Raton
had two to three inches of rain yesterday and Wednesday. Santa Fe did
not get its share because of the Plaza
Fete.
Boy Killed by Fall From Cart Rob-- '
ert, the four year old son of Mr. and
Mrs Marshall de Lone, was killed at
d
Cimarron, Colfax county, while playing on a small delivery cart whicn
turned over with him. The boy's neck
was broken by the fall.
Tin Mine Near El Paso The mill
for treating the ore of the El Paso tin
:niine, located in the Franklins about
13 miles from El Paso,
Texas, nas
been completed and the treatment of
the ore will begin at once. The mine
is owned by the El Paso Tin Mine
Company composed principally of El gotten.
Paso men and is expected to be a rich
It Weighed 16,088 Pounds "Isn't
producer. The ore is the richest ever it a
whopper?" said those who saw
found in America.
horses
six
pulling a huge wagon on
Springer News Has Departed Af- which
loaded a direct connected
ter four issues, the Springer News has steam
r
for the Santa
departed, the steenth proof in New Fe Water and Light Company. Yes,
Mexico, that a one newspaper town it was a whopper, weighing 16,088
cannot support two newspapers. The nnnnrts and havinp- 1 9Fi horse lmwer.
plant has been moved to Roy, Mora R wag a gpeedy affair t00 for every
county, there to dispute the field with minute it can raake 3)600 revolutions,
Roy can't The dynamo was purchased in Schnec-stanthe Spanish-Americatwo papers and as the Raton tady from the General Electric
remarks, let us hope, that panv and will be used in me electrical
neither of them will be "Bushkevitz- - WOrks of the Water and Light Corned."
pany. It arrived at the Santa Fe
Las Vegas to Turn Out According central depot where a delegation of
to the Las Vegas Optic 500 Las Ve- - teamsters and horses greeted it,
gans will swoop down on the Ancient Chief Engineer A. J. ("Pete") Griflin
City Sunday morning and will root for delivered the "opening address." He
Las Vegas' ball team when it meets had it loaded on the wagon sent by
the Salmon Grays on the ball park c. W. Dudrow and there was plenty
battle ground. It will be a great day of work for the six horses who had to
and Santa Fe will welcome warmly its pull it.
guests from the Meadow City. Just1
how warm the weather will be, re-- j WEALTHY GIRL TAKES
PUGILIST FOR HUSBAND,
mains to be seen, of course, but with
Buffalo, July 22 Billy Papke, the
a low humidity one can go to the ball
was yesterday
park and not And even the bleacb.err?raLddelweight Rev.boxer,
married hy
Curtiss of the Niaga- too tropical.
The Hero Engineer is worth the ra Square Congregational church toSee iVllss ana - r "ver
tiaummu, uuDrice of admission at the Elks.
Miss
is wealthy.
Pulver's
tario.
family
it tonight.
Gold Find Near Folsom "Suppress- GREAT FETE PROVER
ARTISTIC,
ed excitement is to many of our cit- SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL SUCCESS.
izens over the discovery of gold in
the nearby hills, that will pay out
(Continued From Page One.)
$30 to the ton. Mr. W. E. Hittson, one
day recently took out T. J. Slockett, hide, the multitude bought with a
an experienced miner from Colorado, vim. DvsneDtics were seen buying
to look at minerals that looked good peamits; tea drinkers, lemonades;
to him. Mr. Slockett after a thorough cgar smokers cornered the cigarette
examination pronounced gold. Inter-- : market;
crusaders exhaust-esteparties have sent off samples of ed the stock of whistles. And every
the ore to have assayed. If the expec-- one bought flowers, some of the buy- tations of these citizens are realized ers declaring they had $10 worth of
'
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Laces, Embroideries
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Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
and Ladies Knit and Muslin

fun decorating the coiffures of

look out for a mining boom In good
old Folsom." Folsom eLader.
Ten Degrees Warmer at Las Vegas
It was !)7 in the shade at Las Vegas
on Wednesday, just ten degrees higher than at Santa Fe and night brought
no relief as it did at Santa Fe for
the Las Vegas Optic says: "Tossing
sleepless on their beds a number of
were haunted last night
the
by the stories they had been telling
easterners about 'sleeping under blankets all summer' in Las Vegas. It
was so hot last night that sleeping
was difficult. The
under anything
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cool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON
BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
All drinks SMds from filtered water.
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The dress suit you
night was certainly a
dandy. I meant to ask you where you got it but forgot
to. Put me next to your tailor at once.

l

00
THAT dandy dress suit was one of our new line HART
SCH AFFNER & MARX dress suits. THE BIG STORE will carry
a full line of dress suits from now on. For evening functions
after six o'clock, if ladies are present, full dress is the rule;
white tie, standing collar, patent leather, high button shoes, if
you are very strict, but low shoes are worn by many careful
dressers.

NOW when you or your friends are out hunting a
full dress suit, and come into this store, you hunt
You will surely find you ideal here.
no further.

ii

HOME OF
Hart Schaffner & Marx
Full Dress Suits.

